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GLOSSARY
CS1990: The Countryside Survey which took place in 1990, but also interconnected with
those carried out in 1978 & 1984.
Countryside Information System (CVS): The integrated system developed during
ECOFACT for defining vegetation at the landscape level.
National Vegetation Classification (NVC): The classification system developed by John
Rodwell at Lancaster University. It describes vegetation in terms of vegetation associations,
defined by samples placed in homogenous vegetation.
Vegetation Plot Classes: The 100 classes producedfromthe classificationof all CS1990
vegetation data.
Aggregate Vegetation Classes: The 8 groupsof classes derivedfromthe 100 vegetation
classes by clusteranalysisandused to stratifydatafor analysesof change.
TWINSPAN (classification): The statisticalprocedureused for classificationof vegetation
into classes.
DECORANA (ordination): The statisticalprocedureused to derivethe principalgradients
withinvegetation.
Species Groups: Species classifiedby a statisticalprocedureinto groups with relatively
constantecological affinities.
Ordination Axis: The gradientalongwhichvegetationsamplesare ordered,accordingto
theirecological affinities.
Ellenberg Scores: Scores attributedto species, whichdefinetheirecological rangein terms
of fertility,pH, light, and moisture.
Plot Types: The 6 types of samplevegetationplots placedin differentlandscapeelementsin
the CountrysideSurvey(main,streamside,verge, hedge, boundaryandhabitat).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. A majorsurveyof e Britishcounbysidewas undertakenin 100 whichrepeatedand
extendeda baseli e surveyof vegetationin 1978. The Countryside Survey 1990 was
publishedin 1991 Thepresentreportpresentsan extendedand morecomprehensive
analysisof botanicalcharacterand changein countrysidein GreatBritainby_using
deter=ye II I •I •,I••
ded 78.
2. Theseadditionalanalysesare presentedin a mannerwhichis accessibleto non-
specialistsand relevantto policyapplications.Theanalysesestablishlinkswith other
__methods for vegetationdescriptionused in GreatBritainand NorthernIreland.
Thiswork was undertakenwithinModules1and2 of the 'ECOFACT' research
programmeand was fundedbythe Departmentof the Environment.Other components
of the ECOFACTprogrammewerefundedby MAFF,SOAEFDandNERC.
The objectivesof thiswork were:
to produceoverallindicatorsof stockand changein botanicaldiversityand its
distributionin the widerBritishcountryside;
to enablecomparisonwith other systemsof classification
3. The CountrysideSurvey1990establisheda frameworkfor samplingthe vegetationof
the 'widercountryside'. Thisframeworkused the 32 environmentalstrata of the
Instituteof TerrestrialEcology'sLandClassificationto select randompne lkm-
squaresfromthe OSNationalGrid.In 1990,508 squareswere sampled,256 of which
hadbeenincludedinthe baselinesurveyin 1978.Botanicaldata were collectedfrom
vegetationplots locatedwithineachsamplesquare.Withineach square,five 'math'
plotswere selectedat randomand up to 22 other plotswere locatedalongspecific
landscapefeatures- fieldboundaries,streamsidesand verges. In addition,fiveplots
wereplacedin areasnot coveredby anyof the other plots in order to cover small
fragmentsthat mightbe of interestto natureconservation- termed 'habitat plots'.
Data were colletedfromc.12,000plots in 1990,over 2,000 of whichhad previously
been surveyedin 1978.
Sbeciesiiotanicaldata fromalltypes of vegetationplots were pooled.Multivariate
statisticaltechniqueswere used to dividethe plots into groups of similarbotanical
composition(vegetationclasses)andto identifygroups of specieswith similar
ecologicalaffinities(speciesgroups).Thisexerciseresultedin a pet classificationof
vegetationin the widercountrysideof GreatBritain,known as the Countryside
VegetationSystem(CVS).The CVSconsistsof 100vegetationclasseswhichare used
to describethe characterandvariationof vegetation.Thenamesof these classesare
basedon interpretationof theirspeciescomposition.Full descriptions
and distributionmapsof eachvegetationclassare available. The areasof the
vegetation classes, and associated standard errors, have been estimated using novel
software developed for this project. Three groups of classes form the dominant
vegetation in Britain: those associated with crops, managed grassland and moorland
vegetation. Many abundant classes in terms of frequency occupy small areas as they
are only found along linear features.
The 100 vegetation classes have inadequate sample numbers for statistical tests of c \ \
change to be made between 1978 and 1990. To derive indicators of change classes
have been clustered into eight aggregate vegetation classes: Crops/weeds; Tall
grassland/herb; Fertile grasslands; Infertile grasslands; Lowland wooded; Upland
wooded; Grass mosaic/moorland and Heath/bog. Data from any-Oven vegetation plot ' 01"ill
may be assigned to this classification.Aggregate classes(WandWare dominated by
linear features whereas I, HI and VIII are dominated by Main plots representing the 1dominant vegetation in the landscape. The remaining classes have complex mixtures.
aw These results emphasise that the vegetation classification is reflecting real ecological
groupings rather than beingl2ja_ledby the different quadrat sizes:used and therefore TOO1.
e-CY supports the novel approach of using a single classification to describe the total eeke(Prsi
distribution of variation in the vegetation across landscape types.
-kblis ed and novel techniques have been applied to the vegetation data to
a comprehensive picture of the state of British vegetation in the wider
countryside in 1990 and the changes over the preceding 12 years. The analyses
comprise: vegetation classification; species group; individual species; species diversity;
functional strategy; habitat indicator species; NVC diagnostic species; occurrence of
rare species; species frequency; butterfly larval food plants and bird food plants.
Differences in vegetation characteristics are compared between the four major
landscape types derived by grouping the individual land classes of the FIE Merlewood
Land Classification (ie arable; pastural; marginal upland and upland). Changes in the
different plot types representing landscape features (main plots; hedge and boundary
plots; streamside plots; verge plots and habitat plots) were also compared between
1978 and 1990.
to- Ct1^e:0-k,
The primary ye etation gradient is from vegetation dominated by crop plants, through
grasslands and woo ands to heaths and bogs. The secondary gradient is pdatuily
related to the degree of tree cover related to disturbanceXwhereas the third gradient is
related to wetness of the vegetation. These gradients arcrelatecl-tcrtrentlsitrthe L vo
u " environmental facuifs-which-areatsually interpreted using ecological expert
knowledge. EJfrn erg indicator values nitrogen, light and moisture are highly
correlated with the flThtthree vegetation axes. The first gradient is related to fertility
with crops at one extreme and bogs at the other. The secondary gradient is related to
the degree of shade and the third from vegetation typical of wet situations to the dry
conditions of calcareous grassland. Shifts in vegetation nom one class to another can
be interpreted in terms of these primary ecological gradients/and interpreted in terms of
processes which will be reported subsequently under Modul€6 of the ECOFACT
programme
.,
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The vegetation classes are made up of groups of associated species that different
habitat gbacapteciatics. Changes in the represenation of these groups have been used to
1V'
understand chan and provide one measur of biodiversity.The vegetation classes
associated wit crops are relatively uniforntwhereas grasslands and moorlands contain
a wider range of specific groups. Woodlands are the most complex. Whilst major
shifts in vegetation are reflected in shifts between classes smaller changes need to be
understood with reference to the species groups;Ilksthe/reflect 4ualitative changes
within vegetation classes.
The occurrence of the vegetation classes within Britain is described in relation to the
four landscape types: arable; pastural; marginal upland and upland. The most variable
of these are the marginal uplands since they can contain both upland and lowland
vegetation. Surprisingly, the different landscapes show a relatively even distribution of
variation within the landscape elements, except the uplands which have less variability
contained within boundaries. At this level, the habitat plots do not differ from other
plot categories although subsequently they have been shown to differ in terms of
quality criteria. However, these results relate to the objective assessment of botanical
variation, for example, the five main plots within arable landscapes often assigned to
different vegetation classes because of the management regime within the fields but
may not answer the quality criteria outlined below. Analysis of the classes that may be
considered as representative of semi-natural as opposed to highly-disturbed or
managed vegetation shows a different pattern with the arable and pastural landscapes
having the majority of the variabilitywithin linear features whereas in the uplands the
vegetation is distributed more evenly through the landscape. The maintenance of the
small fragments within the landscapes needs to be considered in relation to their
management status, so that policies could be developed to maintain the diversity
present. It was also shown that the species that comprise the vegetation at the
landscape level are drawn from a pool determined by the local environment and that
management selects the species that remain within the different elements.
Distinctive species were determined by identifying significant positive associations by
aggregate class, plot type and landscape using the je statistic. Although streamsides
have the most species overall, the main plots have comparable numbers. Open
landscapes with the exception of crop fields, still contain many distinctive species
although as the quality analysis shows these may not be considered as important in
lowland landscapes. Surprisinglyboth boundary and habitat plots have few distinctive
species since they largely comprise species present elsewhere in the landscape.
Hedgerows also have relatively few distinctive species for the same reason. In
contrast, where species present only in combinations of aggregate class, plot type and
landscape are examined, both boundary and habitat plots have many records. These
plot types, therefore, contain many individual species not present elsewhere in the
landscape. Streamside, main and roadside plots also contain many such species in all
landscapes. Hedgerows have few such species as their flora contains many plants
present elsewhere in the landscape such as woodlands. The unique species are present
because they either require specific habitat features present in the plot type, or they,are
relicts from the surrounding vegetation, are inherently rare or have dispersed into the
plot type. The large numbers of species involved indicates that there are many species
only associated with particular landscape elements that are contributing much to the
botanical capital that are not identified by their association with other species.
Plant strategytheory,usedto characterisethe vegetation,showsthat Crops/weeds
aggregateclassis dominatedby plantswithruderalstrategies.TheTallgrassland/herb
andFertilegrasslandaggregateclasseshavehighproportionsof plantswithruderal
and competitivestrategies.Plantswithstresstolerantstrategiesare characteristicof
Infertilegrassland,Uplandwooded,Grassmosaic/moorlandandlieath/bog aggregate
classes. Thesestress tolerantspeciesare associatedwithlow nutrient,semi-natural
habitats(eg. heathland,calcareousgrassland)oftenof importancefor nature
conservation.
Thedistributionof botanicalqualityin the landscapewas measuredby examining
differencesin abundanceof sevengroupsof species. Theresultshighlightthe
importanceof boundaryfeaturesas refugiafor speciesassociatedwith highvegetation
qualityand emphasizethe rarityandlocaliseddistributionof valuedspecies,
particularlyin the arableand pasturallandscapes.
Therewas a significantlygreaterproportionof recordsfor EnglishNature (EN)
calcareousgrasslandindicators(8.2%)in Vergesthan in otherplot typesin the arable
landscape,whereasindicatorsof unimprovedacidicand mesotrophicgrasslands
occupieda significantlyhigherproportionof Streamsideplotsinboth arableand
pasturallandscapes. Thelowestcountsfor EN high-qualitygrasslandindicatorswere
associatedwithfieldplots in the arablelandscape.A plantcommunityscalequality
criterionwas used basedupon differencesinjoint distributionpatternsof four species
that togetherdefinethe unimprovedneutralgrasslandcommunityMG5 in the NVC.
Four characteristicspecieswere foundtogetherin only73 (0.6%)of CS1990plots.
Whenthejoint occurrenceof alldiagnosticspeciesfor MG5were examinedthe largest
proportionof plots, with 12or moretaxagrowingtogether(2.8%),was attributedto
roadsidevergesin the marginaluplandsandnot the classicallydescribedlowlandhay
meadowsituation. NationallyScarceandRedData Book speciesoccurredin only66
CS1990plots especiallyin the uplands. The importanceof the vegetationin each
aggregateclasswas examinedwithrespectto the meannumberof butterflyhost
plants;the infertilegrasslandsof aggregateclass4 had the highestvaluesin all
landscapes.
In 1990the meanspeciesnumberfor plotsin Britainas a wholevariedfrom 5 in
crops/weedsto 21 inmoorland/grassmosaic. In Britainas a wholethere was a
significantloss of speciesdiversityinfour of the eightaggregatevegetationclasses:
therewere on average4 fewerspecies(-21%)in uplandwoodedplots; 3 fewer (-14%)
in infertilegrassland;2 fewer(-22%)in crops/weeds;and, 1 fewer(-6%) in
moorland/grassmosaic.Therewas an increaseof diversity,of on average 1 extra
species(6%), in bog/heathplots. Significantchangeswere not observedin the other
aggregatevegetationclasses.The varietyof commonspeciespresentin the wider
countrysidedeclinedsubstantiallybetween1978and 1990.
Changein speciesnumberscanmasksignificantecologicalchangeswithinvegetation.
Thelargestchangewas in the diversegrasslands,wherethere was a smallincreasein
plantsassociatedwith cropsbut a decreaseof sixgroups of grasslandspecies.
Changeswithinthe arablefieldsshoweda shifttowardsgrasslandgroups as opposed
to those of more broadleavedweeds. Theuplandsshoweda lossof moorlandplants
and an increasein grasslandplants. Overall,as reported in CS1990,the groups of
plants from neutral grasslands show the largest losses
The overall balance in aggregate and individualvegetation classes between 1978 and
1990 was relatively stable. Classes associated with fertile grassland and tall
grassland/herb increased at the expense of infertile grassland whilst in the uplands there
was a shift towards moorland grassland at the expense of heath and bog in the uplands.
An additional major shill was from vegetation classes with evidence of afforestation to
closed woodland involving the loss of moorland vegetation. These changes are
corroborated by detected shifts in the frequency and cover of Sitka Spruce and upland
grasses and heathers.
Changes in the abundance of high quality indicator species groups were assessed where
unconstrained by the lower sample size availablefor replicate plots compared to
CS1990 only plots. Species indicativeof unimproved mesotrophic and acidic
grasslands declined in abundance over GB. Acid grassland indicators declined
significantlyin the uplands and mesotrophic indicators in the pastural landscape; the
latter trend is in accordance with the observed loss of species from infertile grasslands
across GB and suggests that losses include species typical of the best examples of
these plant communities. An increase in indicators of unimproved calcareous grassland
was detected in coastal sample squares. Nineteen butterfly host plant species declined
in abundance between 1978 and 1990, with the most reductions observed in infertile
grasslands in the pastural landscape and in eutrophic grasslands in the arable landscape.
Three host species increased, most notably the coarse grass Elymus repens which saw
an increase in three aggregate classes in the arable and pastural landscapes. Overall
35% of British butterflies have host plants that decreased in abundance between 1978
and 1990. Changes in groups of species preferential to each aggregate class but
divided into abundant, intermediate or rare categories reinforced functional analysis
results and indicate a decline in frequently disturbed vegetation associated with amble
cropping and an increase in taller grassland vegetation. Again the decline of species
typical of infertile grassland vegetation was confirmed. Degeneration and increased
openness in hedgerow plots was suggested by an increase in aggregate class 5 rare
species whereas in the uplands rare taxa of upland woods declined.
The objectives for Module 2 were set to provide links between the statistically derived
CVS and existing classifications, since the Policy Review commissioned by the,
Department of the Environment identifiedthe necessity of enabling users to gain a
better understanding of the implicationsof the changes described. There are five basic
approaches to comparing classificationson a scale of increasing statistical rigour, all of
which have been used in the present project. These are:
Comparisons involving expert judgement (22)
Direct comparison with vegetation parameters (23)
Comparison of vegetation class frequencies by similarity coefficients (24)
Decision trees which follow each step in the classification routine (25)
Fully integrated statistical analysis(26)
20. Comparisons have been made with the CORINE biotope classification, Phase I Habitat
Survey and the UK Biodiversity Steering Group categories. In general, the
correspondence is best where the classificationconcerned is largely based on
vegetation and worst where it is based on cartographic units.
The composition of the classes of the CVS has been expressed in terms of the land
cover categories of CS1990 main report. The correspondence can then be used for
input into the LUCEDsoftware package, so that comparisons can be made with the 16
other land cover definition systems included
Frequency profiles for each of the 100 plot classes generated by cluster analysis of CS
data were matched with the units of the National Vegetation Classification using the
SIMIL program developed at the Unit of Vegetation Science at Lancaster University.
The highest similaritywas 61.3% between vegetation class 94 and MIS Trichophorum
cespitosum - Erica tetralix heath. The lowest of the top coefficients was 25.5%
between vegetation class 77 and U6b Juncus squarrosus - Festuca ovina grassland,
Carex nigra - Calypogeia trichomanes sub-community. Since such matching is only a
guide to the placement of vegetation units the three top matches are given in each of
the vegetation class description sheets.
A novel statistical procedure has been developed in this project which enables any new
or existing data sets to be assigned to the vegetation classes of the CVS. Software for
this procedure is now available.
A detailed comparison of vegetation sample plots has been made between lowland
grasslands in Northern Ireland and Great Britain using multivariate methods to assess
the affinities of the vegetation and to investigate the effect of sampling intensity. It
was shown that it is necessary to ensure that any data sets where resources need to be
compared, need to be balanced. The grasslands in Northern Ireland contained more
species associated with low fertility and higher levels of wetness than Great Britain that
are related to inherent differences in soil conditions and management regimes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Thevegetationand landcoverof the Britishcountrysidewas surveyedin 1990.This
large surveyrepeatedand extendedthe baselineestablishedby a similarsurveyof the
countrysideand its vegetationin 1978. The resultsof Countryside Survey 1990 were
publishedby the Departmentof the Environmentin 1993(Barret al. 1993),but a
shortageof resourcespreventeda comprehensiveanalysis. Thework describedin this
report aimsto completetheseanalysesby describingthe botanicalcharacteristicsof the
Britishcountryside. To do this,vegetationwasrecordedin randomsamples
throughoutBritainin 1990and comparedwiththe resultsof a similarsurveyin 1978.
An importantfeatureof theseadditionalanalysiswas the requirementto presentthe
resultsin a mannerwhichwas accessibleto non-specialistsandrelevantto the
developmentof countrysidepolicies.To this end,it was necessaryto make
comparisonsandto makelinkswithother approachesto vegetationdescriptionused in
the EuropeanUnion,GreatBritainandNorthernIreland
Thiswork was undertakenwithinModules 1and2 of the ECOFACT(Ecological
Factors ControllingBiodiversityin the BritishCountryside)researchprogrammeand
was fundedby the Departmentof the Environment,Transportand the Regions
(DETR).Other componentsof the ECOFACTprogrammeare fundedby TheMinistry
of Agriculture,FisheriesandFood (MAFF),ScottishOfficeAgriculture,Environment
andFisheriesDepartment(SOAEFD)and the NaturalEnvironmentResearchCouncil
(NERC).
The objectivesof thiswork were:
to produceoverallindicatorsof changein botanicalcharacteristicsin the
Britishcountryside;
to enablecomparisonwith other systemsfor the classificationand description
of Britishhabitatsandvegetation;
• to describethe botanicalcharacteristicsof the countrysideandto providea
nationalcontextfor the morerare and localisedelements;
to develophypothesesto explainthe causesof changesin botanicalcharacter;
to provideaccessibleand easilyunderstoodresults,usingthe Countryside
InformationSystemwhereappropriate
2. APPROACH. THE RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF COUNTRYSIDE
VEGETATION
2.1 FIELD RECORDING PROGRAMME
Thevegetationof the Britishcountrysidewas surveyedusinga lkm-squareas a basic
recordingunit. The locationof each lkm-squarewasdeterminedbyreferenceto the
ITE Land Classificationof Great Britain(Bunceet al. 1996). Thisclassificationuses
environmentalparameterssuchas altitudeand climateto classifythe Britishlandscape
into a numberof landclassesand alsoenablesoneto estimatethe extentof eachclass
in Britain. The lkm-squaresto be recordedweredistributedin a predeterminedway
amongthe differentlandclassesto forma stratifiedsamplingprogramme. In 1978,
256 lkm-squareswere recordedthroughoutBritain: in 1984the numberof squares
was increasedto 384 and to 508 in 1990(Barret al. 1993). Allof the 256 squares
recordedin 1978were re-recordedin 1990. Withineachof the 508 lkm-squares
vegetationwas recordedin up to 27 plots.
Thevegetationrecordingplots (Table1) wereof threetypeswhichdifferedin sizeand
inthe wayin whichtheywere distributedwithineach lkm-square. Therewere:
five200 tn2vegetationplots at stratifiedrandomlocations- 'Main plots'.
Theseplots were located at randomwithinfiveequal-sizedsectorsof the lkm-
square. If theyfellon a linearfeaturetheywere relocatedat random;
five4 in2vegetationplotsplacedwithinsemi-naturalhabitatsonly- 'Habitat
plots' Theseplotswere placedin semi-naturalhabitatsnot coveredbythe
largerrandomplots, accordingto a randomallocationprocedure,
up to 17 10mx Im linearplotsplacedalongsidefieldboundaries('Boundary
plots'), hedges ('Hedge plots'), watercourses('Streamside plots'), and
roads/tracks('Verge plots'). ThefiveBoundary plots wereplacedat the
nearestfieldboundaryto eachof the Mainplots (ifwithin 100m)- onlythose
Boundaryplots that occurredadjacentto hedgerowshavebeenincludedin the
currentanalysis. Two Hedge plots werealsoplacedseparatelyat random
withineach 1km square. Each of the Streamside plots was placedat the edge
of runningwater,with a second,parallel,10mx lm plot beingrecordedon the
water sideto record any emergentmacrophyticplants;two of the Streamside
plotswere locatedat randomwithinthe squareandthree morewere placedto
sampledifferentsizesof watercourses. Verge plots were placedimmediately
adjacentto the road edge; two of the Vergeplotswere locatedat randomand
three were placedto sampledifferentroadtypes.
In eachplot the presenceand percentagecoverof vascularplantsand selectedmosses
andliverworts(Bryophytes)were recorded Thepercentagecoverwas recordedin
five-percentagepointbands. For convenienceboth in this and other documentsthese
plots havebeendesignatedas B= Boundaryplots,H = Hedgeplots, R = Vergeplots,
S = Streamsideplots,X = Mainplots andY = Habitatplots.
Table 1 showsthe numbersof vegetationplots that were recordedduringthe surveyin
1990,of these plots,2534had beenrecordedin 1978. Becausethe Main plots were
placedat randomwithinthe lkm-squares,the numberswere directlyproportionalto
the extentof the covertypespresent;thiswas alsotrue of those linearplots that were
placedat random.TheHabitatplotswere targeted(at semi-natufalhabitats)and,
whilstableto givea measureof the relativeabundanceof the habitatsconcerned,they
couldnot be used in a statisticalsenseto estimaterelativefrequency. For further
detailsseeBarr et al. (1997).
In additionto the detailedspeciesinformationfromthe vegetationplots, the mapped
landcoverandlandscapefeaturesweredescribedusinga predeterminedlist of codes.
Land coverwas recordedby alphacodeson the mapsqualifiedby numericcodes using
standarddefinitions.Landscapefeatureswere recordedas lengths(eg wallsand
hedges)or points (eg trees or other singlefeatures). Wherea featurecould not be
describedusingthe existingcodes,uniquedescriptionswere used and coded
separately. In order to giveas muchinformationas possibleabout each area of land
or landscapefeature,combinationsof data codeswere used to annotate each category
on the map. Thereweretwo typesof code:primary (generaldescriptionsof features
eg woodland)and secondary (givingmoredetailaboutthe feature,eg tree species,
age, managementpractices,in a wood). In the presentreport the 58 reporting
categoriesgivenby Barr et al. (1993)wereusedto helpinterpretthe vegetation
classesandto showthe correspondencebetweenthe two approaches.
2.2 ANALYSIS
Themainproceduresandconceptsfollowedin the statisticalanalysesof the vegetation
data are describedin the CS 1990MainReport (Barret at 1993). In summarythe
procedureinvolvedtwo steps. First, the computerprogramcalledTWINSPAN(HE,
1979a)was used to groupthe sampleplotsfromthe surveysin 1978and 1990into
numberof classes.Thisprocedurecreated 100vegetationclasses(Table2). In the
secondstep, whichusedthe relatedcomputerprogramcalledDECORANA (Hill,
1979b),an ordinationof the 100classeswas generated. The classeswere then further
groupedby a clusteringprocedurein to eightaggregateclassesdependingupon their
relativepositionson the first fiveDECORANAaxes(Fig. 1).By includingdata for the
plots sampledin 1978and 1990,as wellas for thoseonlyrecordedin 1990,it was
possibleto determineshiftsbetweenclassesandto producethe matrixof vegetation
change. Theintegratedsystemof classificationandits supportinganalysesis calledthe
CountrysideVegetationSystem(CVS). A fulltechnicaldescriptionof the CVS is
providedbyBunceet at (inprep). Detailsof thevegetationclassesand a meansof
obtainingregionalestimatesof theirextentwillbe includedin the Countryside
InformationSystem(CIS).
For the analysisspeciesweregroupedintotwo types. First specieswhichcouldbe
clearlydefined,that is theyare recognisedby planttaxonomistsas "good" or
taxonomically-soundspecies. Secondly,aggregatespecies speciessuch as Rubus
fruticosus whichare highlyvariableandwithinwhichsometaxonomistsrecognisea
greater numberof speciesor micro-species.Becauseof this variabilitythese speciesare
oftentreated in ecologicalstudiesas if theywere a singleor aggregatespecies.These
two types of species were used to make the classificationwith TWINSPAN. Only the
taxonomically-sound species were used to assess changes in species number. The
species recorded from the plots were also classified into groups (species groups) that
show similar ecological requirements (Bunce, 1977 and Prieto & Sanchez, 1992). Both
the vegetation classes and species groups were then simultaneoUslyarranged (ordered)
according to the principal gradient, so that they were ranked in the same way in the
tables describing the classifications.
Although the types of vegetation plot differ in size it was considered that their overall
species composition overrode any effects caused by using data collected from quadrats
of different sizes. This is because similarassemblages of species, such as dandelions
(Taraxacum spp), daisies (Bellis perennis) and rye grass (Lolium perenne) can grow
on verges, along streamsides, or in fields. It was difficult to test statistically that this
was so, but judgement and practical considerations, indicated that the unified
classification reflected ecological affinitiesand it was therefore adopted.
Whilst all the 100 vegetation classes, determined by a standard stopping rule, are
required to express the variation within the data, many of the classes have too few
plots to estimate change between 1978 and 1990. As in the CS 1990 Main Report, the
main analyses of change have been carried out using the aggregate classes combined
with the four landscape types (arable, pastural, marginal upland and upland) taken
from the ITE Land Classification of Great Britain. Some of the subsequent analyses
have been carried out from the larger vegetation classes that have an adequate number
of plots to enable statistical comparisons to be made. The CVS enables the extent of
change to be compared for all landscape components. In most cases, the different plot
types are treated separately. Separate analyses have also been carried out for the
different plot types to compare trends taking place within them, and to ensureihat
variations in the plot size has not affected the results.
RESULTS: ECOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION
3.1 DESCRIPTION OF IRE CLASSIFICATION
The TWINSPA.N analysis used the information on the species present in each of the
11,557 plots to group the plots into 100 classes. These classes were fiwther grouped
into eight aggregate classes (see Table 2). The classes themselves are constructed
mathematically during the analysis. Each class has been given a name designed to give
the reader an impression of a consistent type of vegetation and a clear impression of
the composition of each class.
The number of plots which make up each of the classes represents a measure of their
abundance as described by Barr et al. (1993). However, in the present project because
many plots lie along linear features any estimate of their abundance is more logically
weighted by length of feature than area. For main plots area can be used and a
statistical procedure was developed to estimate areas of plot classes based upon main
plots only. The larger plot classes are relatively uniform and clearly defined. For
example, Class No. 10 Tall grass boundaries has been derived using data from over
800 plots. This is exceptional and most of the classes have been derived from the data
collected from between 30 and 50 plots.
Having produced a classification of the vegetation using the data from all of the plots, the
next step is to arrange the classes in a way which will enable patterns between them to be
recognised. To do this the procedure called ordination was used and in particular the
program DECORANA.
One way of presenting the classificationis as a scattergram, using the first two axes of
the ordination procedure DECORANA (Figure 1). The axes represent a gradient and the
classes are arranged (ordered) along them using a mathematical procedure. In this sense
the axes are abstracts, but they can be interpreted in terms of the ecology of species
which make up each class along the gradient. Although the axes are constructed only in
terms of their species composition, they are associated with environmental gradients.
The first two axes derived from the DECORANA analysis are presented in Figure 1. On
Axis 1 (the x-axis) the vegetation plots show a gradation from arable fields on the left-
hand side, through rotational grasslands, fertile grasslands, grass marshes/moorland to
heath and bog on the right hand side. Using our knowledge of the ecological
requirements of these species, we can see that within the arable fields, the vegetation is
made up of species associated with highlydisturbed and nutrient-rich soils whereas at the
opposite extreme (heath and bog) the vegetation is made up of species associated with
nutrient poor peats and podzols. We may therefore consider that Axis 1 represents a
gradient of soil nutrients.
Axis 2 (the y-axis) represents another gradient. At the bottom close to the x-axis the
vegetation classes contain shot-lived herbaceous species tolerant of disturbance. At the
other extreme is woodland vegetation consisting of large long-lived plants associated
with much less frequent disturbance. The structure of the vegetation along this axis also
affects the light reaching the ground; thus, we may interpret Axis 2 as representing a
gradient of disturbance and shade. Heathland and bog vegetation is maintained by
management (disturbance) where this management is relaxed succession occurs and we
can envisage the vegetation moving diagonally towards the top left-hand corner of the
diagram (Figure 1). Using similarreasoning a third axis can be identified from a small
group of classes which are linked by association with soil moisture. These three
gradients - nutrient level, shade/disturbance and soil moisture - can be recognised in the
main vegetation analyses, and it is interesting to note their pre-eminence within the
totality of British vegetation.
As stated above, the main objective of combining the plots in a single classification was
to enable the variation of vegetation within the British countryside to be partitioned
between the plot types. Although the different plot sizes may have an effect, the
ecological character of the plots is so strong that the influence is relatively small. Initial
interpretation showed that the classificationwas readily interpretable and, whilst there is
some interaction between the aggregate classes and plot type the relationship is weak
with only aggregate class I having over 60% of a given plot type. This was confirmed by
correlating the percentage of plot types in the aggregate classes with the first axis
DECORANA scores for the constituent plots. Three out of ten possible correlations
were not significant and all the remainder showed very weak correlations with <10% of
the variation explained. The single classificationwas therefore accepted.
Figure 2 presents the distribution of the plot types between the aggregate classes. The
aggregate classes 1and VHI ( Crops/weeds and Heath/bog) are almost completely
dominated by the Main plots, as the vegetation classes they represent cover extensive
areas of open countryside throughout Great Britain. By contrast aggregate class II (Tall
grassland/herb) is usually associated with linear features; which fits the knowledge of its
ecological distribution. Aggregate class VII (Grass mosaic/moorland) consists mainly of
Habitat plots, suggesting that in the uplands these plots were selected in grassland or
flushes which are more species-rich than the surrounding species-poor heaths and bogs,
within which they are intimatelymixed. The Lowland wooded (Aggregate class V) is a
mixture of all plot types, since it can be either by linear features or in woodlands.
Aggregate class VI (Upland wooded) is a mixture of Streamsides and Main plots.
Table 3 shows the numbers of plots available in 1990 by plot type, aggregate class and
landscape. It shows that some combinations are absent e.g. Tall grassland/herb, main
plots in the upland landscape and that others are present in low numbers. These numbers
need to be taken into account when interpreting the subsequent mean values which for
low numbers may not be representative. In most analyses only those classes are
presented that have more than 10% of the total number of plots in the aggregate class.
3.2 RELATIONSHIP OF VEGETATION CLASSES AND AGGREGATE
CLASSES TO ELLENBERG VALUES
Interpretation of vegetation axes derived from the ordination is usually carried out using
ecological understanding of the species involved. In the present case, with such a large
data set interpretation is difficult. However, it is important to identify the environmental
factors which control the vegetation, so that shifts in the composition of the vegetation
over periods of time can be interpreted. In a detailed analysis Ellenberg (1974) expressed
what he called the ecological behaviour of over 2000 species of vascular plants. To each
species he assigned scores (values) which represented the behaviour of the species to the
main environmental factors. The first three factors were related to climate, namely light,
temperature and continentality of the distribution range. For instance plants which grow
in fill shadow were assigned a score of 1 while plant growing in full light received a
score of 9. The next three factors represented soil moisture, soil acidity and nitrogen
supply. Thus, plants growing only in soils very poor in mineral nitrogen were scored 1
and those growing in only soils very rich in mineral nitrogen were scored 9. Ellenberg
pointed out that the ecological behaviour of the plant was different from its
environmental demands. For instance, species such as ling (Callum vulgaris) when
cultivated alone grows well in soil with a higher p1-1than those in which it grows in the
wild. It is confined in the wild to the more acid soils through competition with other
species.
The scores calculated from the first three axes of the DECORANA analysis for the 100
classes were compared with the average Ellenberg scores for nitrogen, light and moisture.
In this case nitrogen is a measure of soil fertility and light a measure of disturbance. In
this waythe first three axesof Figure 1are representedas Ellenbergscores.The
Ellenbergvalueswere derivedfromthe CS1990speciesdata usinga statisticalprocedure,
and were combinedwitha weightingfor cover(Figure3). Theweightingfor coverwas
necessarybecausesomespecies,suchas canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea) can occur
at highcoveron water edgesbut mayoftenbe accompaniedby speciessuchas cleavers
(Gahum aparine) that are not necessarilyassociatedwith water courses.
Therelationshipbetweenthe Ellenbergscoresandthe scoresfor the first axisof the
DECORANAordinationare plottedinFigure3. The principalaxisidentifiedwithinthe
CVS showa highlysignificantcorrelationwithfertility. Low DECORANAscoresare
associatedwith crops or grasslandsonhighlyfertile,mineralsoils,whereasat the other
extremeheathand bog vegetationgrowson infertile,organicsoils.Shiftsalongthis
vegetationgradientcan thereforebe usedto inferchangesin fertility.Figure3 showsthat
the secondaxis is correlatedwiththe Ellenbergscoresfor light,andthe third axis is
correlatedwith soilmoisture.
Almostallof the landscapeis managedin someway,yet despitethis the overriding
factorswhichdeterminethe compositionof the vegetationare soilfertility,light(disturbance)and soilmoisture. Thisis also evidentfromthe meanEllenbergscoresfor
nitrogenwheneach of the eightaggregateclassesis plotted (Figure 4) The mean
Ellenbergscoresdecreasefrom6.3 in aggregateclassI (Crops/weeds)to 2.1 in aggregate
classVIII (Heath/bog). The differentplot typeswithineachclassexhibitsomevariability
in Ellenbergscores,especiallyfor the woodlandgroups.Hedgeplotshavegenerally
higherfertilitythan other plot typesin eachclass.
3.3 PLANT STRATEGY THEORY AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
Plant Strategytheorydevelopedby Grimeand hisco-workers(Grimeet al. 1988)
considersthat there are two maindeterminantsof plant distributioninmost habitats. The
firstdeterminantis stress,whichconstrainsgrowth(productivity),and the secondis
disturbance,whichdestroysbiomass. If both thesefactors are absentand the conditions
becomeoptimalfor plantgrowth, thenthe compositionof a plantcommunityis
determinedby competitionbetweenspecies. Asa consequence,it is possibleto classi&
plant speciesinto functionaltypes basedon theirresponsesto gradientsof productivity
anddisturbance.The extremeson the gradientsof productivityand disturbanceare
occupiedby competitors(C) (underconditionsof highproductivityandlow disturbance),
stress-tolerators(S) (plantsthat canwithstandcontinuouslylow productivityimposedby
nutrientstress)and ruderals(R) (exploitingseverelydisturbed,productivehabitats).To
representthese functionaltypes, Grimeet al. (1988)have developeda triangularmodel(CSR)inwhichthe functionaltypesare representedby the cornersof a triangular
ordinationwithintermediatetypesin-between(19types in total). Each functionaltype
can be representedwithinthe triangularordinationby a set of C, S andR co-ordinates.
The C, S andR co-ordinates,therefore,relate to, and can be definedby a whole set of
attributesthat contributeto a species'abilityto surviveunder givenconditionsof
productivityand disturbance
Functionalanalysesrelyon empiricalrelationshipsbetweenmeasurableplantattributes
and ecologicalprocesses,suchas the relationshipsdescribedabove.For example,plant
species having higher potential relative growth rates are found in sites of higher fertility.
If a site is subjected to increased nutrient input, then species with certain attributes will
increase, whilst others with a different set of attributes will decrease. Similarly,analyses
of the vegetation present at a site at two points in time may show that plant species with
certain functional attributes have increased whilst others decreased. This can lead to
hypotheses about the processes of change in which plants on one functional types replace
those of a different type over that period of time.
The compositions of the eight aggregate vegetation classes in terms of plant
strategy (CSR) are shown in Figure 5. These have been derived by including all
plots, both linear as well as main plots, surveyed in 1978 and 1990.
The composition of the aggregate classes in terms of CSR strategy is as follows:
I Cropslweeds is dominated by ruderals and competitive ruderals with
virtually no stress-tolerators, which reflects the highly disturbed and
productive nature of this vegetation.
II Tall grassland/herb. This aggregate class contains the highest
proportion of plants with competitive and ruderal strategies and indicates a
productive and moderately disturbed system.
III Fertile grassland. Essentially the same general composition as tall
grassland. Virtually no stress-tolerators suggests a highly productive
habitat.
IV Infertile grassland A more evenlydistribution of strategies The
increasing number of stress-tolerant species suggests a lower productivity
habitat.
VLowland wooded. The general pattern is the same as infertile grassland
although it appears to be less productive as it has a greater percentage of
stress-tolerators.
VI Upland wooded Composed mainlyof stress-tolerators and competitors
and a very smallproportion of ruderals
VII Grass mosaic/moorland The distribution of strategies is skewed
towards the stress-tolerant end of the graph suggesting a less productive
system.
VIII Heaths/bogs. Mainly composed of stress-tolerators, stress-tolerant
competitors and stress-tolerant ruderals with virtually no competitors and
ruderals. This suggests a highlyundisturbed and unproductive system.
4LINKS BETWEEN CLASSIFICATIONS
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The classification of the British countryside vegetation developed in the previous
Sections has drawn on vegetation data collected from 11557 plots. This
classification recognises 100 vegetation classes which, for convenience, have been
grouped into eight Aggregate classes.
A variety of other classifications exist and in this Section comparisons will be drawn
between the classification developed from the data collected in the CVS and these
existing classifications. The various systems of classification have been developed
for different purposes and are based on different analytical procedures.
Vegetation data can be considered as continuously variable (Dale 1988) with no
easily recognisable grouping of individuals.With such data it is possible to use
statistical procedures to establish boundaries between groups (classes) of
individuals. Rather than considering the vegetation of Britain as a whole, other
systems erect some major categories first which are frequently cartographic
(geographic). For example, we may consider coastal vegetation or mountain
vegetation and then develop a classificationof the vegetation within each of these
locations or strata. Differences of this type makes comparison between various
classificationsdifficult. Further difficultiesmay arise because of differences in data
collection, the structure of the samplingprogramme, or from analytical procedures.
Figure 6 illustrates some of the difficulties. A series of classes on two axes of an
ordination are illustrated diagrammatically,with two classes from another
classification superimposed. Class A, fits within the range of one of the initial
classes i.e. it reflects a finer division within the range of that class. Class B,
overlaps several different classes and therefore is not mutually exclusive to any one
class, which demonstrates the problem of linking classifications.
4.2 MAKING COMPARISONS
Comparisons between classifications can be made in five principal ways. In
ascending order of statistical rigour they are.
EXPERT JUDGEMENT Some classificationshave been developed based
on wide experience of vegetation often by a single individual observer. The
classes are qualitative and frequently described only briefly with often no
more than one line descriptions of a vegetation classes. It is therefore
impossible to make quantitative comparisons between classifications.
• DIRECT COMPARISON Data may be available from a consistent database
that enables two styles of classification to be compared; for example, the
CVS and the mapped land cover categories from CS1990.
AVERAGE COMPOSITION COMPARISON Frequency.data and constancy
tables from the vegetation classes of different classifications can be
compared statistically using a similaritycoefficient A number of computer
programs such as MATCH, TABLEFIT and SHAMwhich were developed
to assign species lists collected in the field to the classes of the National
Vegetation Classification (NVC), can be used for this type of comparison.
CLASSIFICAHON PROCESS SIMULAHON Exactly the same statistical
procedure is followed as was used in the development of the classification,
for example, the method developed in the present project for fitting new
data into the CVS (see below).
INTEGRA LED ANALYSIS Data from different regions can be combined
and analysed using standard statistical procedures to assess overlap. In this
case the interaction between the data sets determines a new classification;
for example, the Northern Ireland analysis of the present project.
4.3 THE CORM BIOTOPE CLASSIFICATION
This is an attempt to provide a classification of the biotopes and not the vegetation
occurring within the member states of the European Union. However, it is
necessary to use the composition of the vegetation to describe and to compare
biotopes. The manual covers 300 pages and has several hundred classes and is an
exercise in collating a number of existing classifications The classes which are
distributed between a number of higher categories, some of which are
cartographically based, are presented in varying levels of detail. In some cases
there are lists of constant and preferential species, whereas in others only a broad
description is provided. In most cases, the classes are derived from
phytosociological analysis with details being provided of the source publications.
The CORINE classification, in common with the British National Vegetation
Classification, concentrates on semi-natural vegetation (Class 8 - agricultural land
and artificial landscapes - covers only 10 of the 267 pages of descriptions). In
contrast, CS1990, which is an impartial, random sample of the managed
countryside only rarely captures scarce and localised assemblages, especially if they
cover a small area. Such small areas will be included in the vegetation class with
which they have most species in common. Comparisons have been made between
the 100 classes of the CVS and with the 89 major categories of CORINE (the land
cover equivalents are provided within LUCID).
The full tabulation of the comparisons can be obtained from the senior author. In
conclusion, because the CORINE biotope classification is largely based on
vegetation composition, the classes that are in common between Britain and Europe
have a generally good correspondence, compared with some of the classifications
that containcartographicallydefinedlimits.
4.4 PHASE 1 HABITATS CLASSIFICATION
TheNature ConservancyCouncil(NCC)has developeda classificationof habitats
for Britain. Thisrecogniseseightmajorcategoriesof semi-naturalvegetationsome
of whichcontaina cartographicelement(eg Coastlands).Theninthcategory(Miscellaneous)containsagriculturalhabitats.ThePhase 1categorieshavebeen
definedqualitatively.Fullcomparisonbetweenthe vegetationclassesfromthe
CVS andthe Phase 1Habitatcategoriescan be obtainedfromthe seniorauthor. In
general,it was possibleto identifyreasonableequivalentswith most of the
categories,althoughinevitablysomevegetationclassesneededto be combined.
The categorieswhichhadno equivalentswere eitherfromhabitatsoutsidethe range
of the CVScoverage;for example,shorelines;or thosethat dependedupon
cartographicunits. In somecasesthere was a directcorrespondence;for example,
calcareousgrassland;in others,however,vegetationclasseshad to be assigned
arbitrarilybetweentwo Phase 1 categories.
4.5 THE UK BIODWERSITY STEERING GROUP REPORT
CLASSIFICATION
A newclassificationof terrestrialandmarinehabitatsfor the UK andthe
surroundingseaswas publishedin the report of the UK BiodiversitySteeringGroup(Departmentof the Environment1995)as a frameworkfor reportingon
biodiversityin the UK. Thisschemerecognises37 broadhabitatswhichare
introducedin Volume1 of the SteelingGroupReport, eachis furtherdescribedas
part of a habitatstatementin Volume2 of the report.
Subjectivecomparisonsweremadebetweenthe CVS andthe 37 habitattypes of
the SteeringGroupReport;thesecanbe obtainedfromthe seniorauthor. There is
a verypoor agreementbetweenthe two classifications,with onlythe calcareous
grasslandand coniferouswoodlandsshowinganyreasonableagreement. It is not
possibleto compareover onethirdof the categoriessincethese are for
geographicalunits ratherthanvegetationeg islandsand archipelagos.The earlier
versionof Phase 1habitatsis thereforemoreappropriatefor comparisonwith the
unifiedvegetationclassificationbecauseit is morecloselyrelatedto a vegetation
basedclassification.
Someof the BiodiversityHabitatsare spreadbetweenseveralCVSclasses.
Predominantly,these are semi-naturalhabitatsof conservationinterestwhichare
difficultto placein the CVS schemesincetheyare composedof more than one land
coverelement, 'Lowlandwood pastureand parkland'for example,couldinclude
grasslandland cover suchas Non-agriculturallyimprovedgrass'.
SomeCVS classesare not clearlyidentifiableamongthe BiodiversityHabitats'
definitionsand are probablyspreadbetweenseveralclasseseg densebracken,
unmanagedgrasslandand tall herbandBeny-bushheath.
Many of the BiodiversityHabitatsincludea mixtureof vegetationtypeseg upland
heathlandor are beyondthe coverageof CSI990, eg off-shoreseabeds.
•
4.6 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CS 1990LAND COVER
CATEGORIES AND THE CVS VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
Land coverwas mappedin CS1990(Barre at 1993). The individualplots were
attributedto the landparcelin whichtheywerelocatedor, if the plot was by a
linearfeature,the landcover of the adjacentparcelwas used. The fullcomparisons
can be obtainedfromthe seniorauthor. Most of the landcovercategoriesshow
distinctmixturesof vegetationclassbut there is no exact correspondence,for the
followingreasons:
The quadratmayfallupon a patchof vegetationbelowthe scaleof the land
covermapping;for example,on a nettle(Unica dioica) clumpin a field
whichis otherwisevirtuallypureryegrass(Lolium perenne).
The CVS is basedon analysisof all speciesandthis doesnot necessarily
correspondwithlandcoversdeterminedby singlespecies;for example,
wheat or barley.
The continuain the uplandsare definedin the landcovermappingby the
dominantspeciesand these maynot coincidewith the CVS.
Inevitablythere is a degreeof backgroundnoise in the overlayingprocess
andin observererror in the fieldmapping,as wellas in the vegetation
survey.
Nevertheless,somebroad generalisationscan be made:
Crops, suchas wheat, oil seedrape and sugarbeet,whichtend not to be in
rotation withgrassland,are generallyrelatedto CVSvegetationclasses 1-5
whichconsistalmostentirelyof arableweeds.
Crops suchas barley,kale and roots, whichare often in rotation, tend to be
relatedwith short-termgrasslandsuchas CVSvegetationclasses6, 30 and
31.
The seriesof lowlandgrasslandcategories- CVS vegetationclasses21-26,
were arrangedin a sequenceof managementintensity. Althoughthe
vegetationclassesare not mutuallyexclusive,the balancebetweenthem
reflectsa gradientof increasingintensity,as reflectedbythe Ellenberg
scoresof Figure3.
Thereis reasonablecorrespondencewiththe extremeuplandcategoriesof
bracken,uplandgrass,moorlandand bog,but with overlapsbetweenthem.
• Theheath landcovercategories- CVS vegetationclasses32 and 33 are not
differentiatedin theirvegetationclasscomposition,nor are the bogs -
classes35 and 36. It couldthereforebe concludedthat the distinction
betweenthese categorieshasbeenmadeon criteriaotherthan the species
compositionsuchas topographicposition.
Therelationshipbetweenthe classesof the CVSand landcoverhas been entered
intoLUCIDand can be obtainedfromthe seniorauthor. Correspondencecan be
madewiththe other 16landcoverclassificationsavailablewithinLUCID.The
advantageof the landcoveris that it providesa completebreakdownof the land
surfaceof GB and providesa basisfor modelling.The relationshipsdefinedin this
sectioncan be used to relatethe mappedlandcoversto their detailedvegetation
composition.
4.7 THE NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION (NVC)
The programSIMILwasusedto assignthe averagecompositionof the CVS
classesto the NationalVegetationClassification(NVC) associations.Thesefigures
willbe includedin the summarydescriptionsand can be obtainedfromthe senior
author. In general,the classesare not stronglyrelatedto the NVC associations.
Thereis poor agreementbecausethe plotswerenot locatedin the fieldusingthe
criteriademandedby the recordingproceduresof the NVC. The plots in the CVS
wereplacedat randomwithinthe lkm-squares(exceptthe Habitatplots),whereas
NVCplots must be placedin patchesof homogeneousnaturalor semi-natural
vegetation.
4.8 CONSTRUCTION OF A STATISTICAL PROCEDURE TO ASSIGN
VEGETATION PLOTS TO CLASSES WITHIN THE CVS
A mainpart of the work programmeof Module2 was to providean automated
procedurefor allocatinganyplotsrecordedsincethe CVSto the unified
classificationdescribedin the earlierSections. A widevarietyof statisticalmethods
was consideredfor thisprocedure. Thereis a divisionbetweenthosetechniques
whichallocateplots to a specificclassandthose whichprovidea measureof
closeness(similarity)to, or probabilityof membershipof allclasses. The latter
procedureis that used for allocationof data to the NationalVegetation
Classificationbythe programsTABLEFITandMATCH. The followingtechniques
wereinvestigatedfor the formerprocedure:
Classicallinearandquadraticdiscriminantanalysis
Nearest neighbourdiscriminantanalysis
ClassificationandRegressionTrees(CART)a proceduresimilarin nature to
the processusedin TWINSPANto derivethe classifications
• Generalised Canonical Variates Analysis (GCVA)
In addition, the use of the indicators provided by TWINSPAN was considered, but
rejected because previous experience had shown that they did not perform
satisfactorily when a number of hierarchical levels were involved.
None of the non-hierarchical methods examined performed satisfactorily.
Misclassification rates were very high (50% - 60%) although misclassifications are
generally into neighbouring classes. The difficultyappears to be that multivariate
categorical data do not usually fall into just a few dimensions. Thus, the
proportions of variance (or inertia) explained by successive ordination axes are less
than the equivalent values for continuous data.
It, therefore, appears that the hierarchical nature of the classifications themselves
necessitates a hierarchical method for allocation of vegetation units to classes. For
classifications which are artificiallyconstructed rather than representing naturally
occurring divisions in the vegetative continuum, the obvious allocation method to
use is one related to the methodology originallyemployed to create the
classification.
In order to allocate vegetative units to an existing hierarchical classification a binary
decision tree has been constructed. At each node of the tree a decision method,
appropriate to the classificationbeing emulated, is implemented. For classifications
strictly constructed using TWINSPAN the decisions are based on a partition of
multidimensional species space. In these cases the resulting decision tree will
produce a deterministic result allocating each vegetation unit to a single vegetation
class. It should be emphasized that this procedure gives a precise allocation of each
individual plot to all the classes of CVS, and it is based on all the information
available on the species content of that plot. Table 4 enables these individual classes
to be linked to the aggregate classes.
Representing multivariate data in two dimensions inevitably results in a loss of
information. The visual representation of data by the software package is therefore
no more than an aid to the user and is not an end in itself The method chosen has
been to plot newly collected data against the three main vegetation gradients in
Great Britain, determined from the DECORANA ordinations; a geographical
representation is included in the package.
The decision tree structure for allocating vegetation units to the unified
classificationhas been implemented as a software package running under Microsoft
Windows'. This software allows the user to enter species lists for vegetation units
either interactively or in batch mode from a previously constructed file. Once a
vegetation unit or units have been allocated to a class or classes the software allows
the user to plot their positions with respect to the three main vegetation gradients in
Great Britain, as determined from the Countryside Survey vegetation data. The
addition to this software of further deterministic classifications based on the
TWINSPAN procedures can also be carried out and has already been implemented
in the SOAEFD classification of vegetation within ECOFACT.
4.9 COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE VEGETATION OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
Since1986surveyshavebeencarriedout inNorthernIreland(NI), usinga similar
methodologyto CS1990 TheProvinceformspart of the UK and there was a policy
requirementto determinethe extentto whicha coordinatedprogrammefor
recordingand classificationof the countrysidevegetationcouldbe developed.
Thefirst stagewas to comparedetailsof the definitionsfor land cover, and these
were computedand enteredintoLUCID The secondstagewas to examinethe
potentialfor integrationof the botanicaldata betweenNI and GB, in order to
determinethe optionsfor a combinedapproach.
Botanistshaveoften commentedthat the lowlandgrasslandsin NI were different
fromthose in GB. Althoughthe two regionsare closegeographically(the Antrim
coast is only 15km fromwesternScotland),the rainfallin Irelandis higherand the
managementof grasslandshas traditionallybeenless intense.Previouswork has
also suggestedthat differentsamplingintensitiesin the surveysof GB and NI could
influencethe interpretationof the results.As the first stage of this comparisonit
was thereforedecidedto:
To comparethe lowlandgrasslandvegetationinNorthernIrelandand GB,
To investigatethe effectof samplingintensityand landclassification
TheNI Countrysidesurvey(N1CS)recordedthe landcover compositionof 628, 25
ha samplegrid squaresbetween1986and 1991(Murrayet al. 1992).The
vegetationsamplingprogrammewas basedon the NI Land Classification(NILC)
whichacted as a samplestratificationfor fieldwork and definedregionallandscape
types(Cooper 1986). A subsequentfieldsurveyto investigatethe botanical
compositionof NI grasslandswasundertakenbyrecordingpresence/absenceof
speciesin 200 m2 plots (CooperandMcCann1994) The vegetationdata were
classifiedusing sameproceduresas for the CVS
The resultsconfirmedthe anecdotalevidenceof botanists.TheNI eutrophic
grasslandsdifferfromthe GB grasslandsby containingspecies,such as creeping
bent (Agrostis stolonifera) andmarshfoxtail(Alopecurus geniculatus), that are
indicativeof wetter conditions.Thereare also differencesin the speciesof grass
sown. Cocksfoot(Damylis glomerata) is lessfrequentthan in southernEngland
whereit is often includedin seedmixturesas it is drought-resistant.Althoughsome
of the differencesbetweenthesegrasslandsmaybe due to climateother differences
canbe attributedto management,particularlyas there is less drainageof grasslands
inNI.
Thiscomparisonbetweenthe vegetationofNI and GB has also highlightedthe
needto ensurethat the samplingprogrammeuses comparablesamplingmethods.
In particularit is importantto ensurethat the stratificationprocedure(both
environmentalclassandlandcover), samplingintensity(the numberof plots
recorded)as well as the area-proportionallysampledare comparable.Strictly
structuredsamplingis, therefore,required, otherwiseit is misleadingto draw
comparisonsbetweenstudyareasother than in a purelydescriptiveway. In making
regionalcomparisonsof this type, it is necessaryto linkthe samplingto landscape
structureand to makecomparisonswithinlandscapetypesso that too manyfactors
are not includedin the classificationprocess. In developingpolicy,it is important
to recognisethat conclusionsdrawnfrombadlydesignedanalysesmayleadto the
falseidentificationclassesof vegetationbecausethey are the functionof the
analyticalprocedureanddo not representreal differencesin vegetation.
5. RESULTS: VEGETATION CLASSES- DISTRIBUTION OF BOTANICAL
CAPITAL IN BRITISH LANDSCAPES
5.1 DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION CLASSES
Thevegetationclassesare arbitrarypointsalonga continuousgradientof
vegetationand maybe usedto definethe generalpatternsof vegetationin the four
mainlandscapetypesof Britain(Figure7). The arablelandscapeis dominatedby
the Crops/weeds,Tallgrassland/herbandFertilegrasslandaggregateclasses,but it
has a smallelementof aggregateclassesWI andVIII. The pasturallandscapeis
similar,but is dominatedby Fertilegrasslandandhas a higherproportionof
Moorlandgrass/mosaic.ThemarginaluplandsalsohaveFertilegrasslandas the
most abundantaggregateclass,but theyhavea good representationof all the other
aggregateclasses,indicatingthe inherentvariabilityof the marginalupland
landscape.The uplandlandscapeis dominatedbyMoorlandgrass/mosaicand
Heath/bogaggregateclasses.
•5.2 CLASS NAMES ANDTHEIR ESTIMATED AREA IN GREAT
BRITAIN
It is difficultto provideshortnamesfor sucha largenumberof classeswhich
conveyto the readeradequateinformationabout the compositionof the classes.In
additionto the names,a one page summarysheetwith a descriptionfor each class
has beendeveloped(Figure8a & b). Thissheetprovidesa descriptionof the class
and depictsits extentin GreatBritain,its associationwith the four landscapetypes
in the ITE Land Classificationof GreatBritain,detailsof the plant species
composition,comparisonswiththe NationalVegetationClassification(NVC)and
CORINEBiotopesClassificationand a characterisationin termsof the CSR
FunctionalStrategyTheoryof Grimeet al. (1988).
Figure9 providesa pictorialrepresentationof the changingabundanceof 5
ecologicallyimportantspeciesthroughthe 100CVSvegetationclasses.This figure
demonstratesthe continuousnatureof the variationwithinthe countryside
vegetation. Further details of the class descriptions will be published in due course
and are on the CIS. The series starts with vegetation associated with crops, moves
through tall grassland with false oat grass (Arrhenatherum elatius) and cocksfoot
(Dactylis glomerata), through to fertile grassland with species such as timothy
(Phleum pratense) and ryegrass (Lolium perenne), to moorland With matgrass
(Nardus stricta) and heathrush (Juncus squarrosus), and finally, to bogs with
species such as crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) and cotton grass (Eriophorum
vaginatum).
Estimates of area and associated error terms have been calculated using a novel
procedure developed in this project for the 100 vegetation classes within GB (Table
2). Three groups of classes predominate: crops/weeds, fertile grassland, and
moorland. Some classes, which mainly occur by linear features may be common,
but occupy a negligible area. In addition, the length of vegetation classes along
linear features can also be estimated, using their lengths in each kilometre square.
Their area could then be estimated using a standard width but this would be small in
comparison with those in Table 2.
Table 4 shows the area figures combined into the eight aggregate classes (Figure 1 •
and Table 2) with arbitrary subdivisions grouping similar vegetation classes into
habitat categories. At a broad level, these estimates agree with those derived from
the land cover measurements given by Barr et al (1993). For example, all
woodland was estimated as 24800 km2compared with 26700 km2from land cover
estimates and upland vegetation was estimated to be 58700 km2compared with
51400 km2. However, as discussed in Section 5, the vegetation classes do not
correspond with land cover for many categories because they are derived in
different ways. Therefore, the subsequent divisions do not compare, although some
categories e.g. calcareous grassland (800 km2as opposed to 600 km2)show
reasonable correspondence in their overall contribution to British vegetation.
Figure 10 shows that, surprisingly, even in the intensivelymanaged arable
landscapes of the lowlands of eastern England (land classes 12, 4, 11 and 3) there is
a similardegree of variation, as represented by the mean number of vegetation
classes, to the remainder of the lowlands. This is because small fragments of
vegetation still remthn in the landscape in the various vegetation types and is
expressed by the variation within the vegetation classes. The four land classes
containing the largest number of plot classes are all within the pastural landscape
(land classes 15, 16, 5 and 6). However, the major division is between the lowlands
and marginal uplands and the uplands (i.e. that from land classes 17 up to 30). The
latter have fewer plot classes present than in the lowland series, but have more
semi-natural vegetation.
It is also surprising that, although the habitat plots were placed in areas of
apparently more diverse vegetation, this was not in fact the case. The variation is
therefore evenly dispersed between the plot types, which means that, as Bunce4
Hallam (1993) reported, the most of variation is in the linear features. However, the
classification reflects the variation within the vegetation present, much of which is
not semi-natural and which may be considered by conservation agencies to have a
lower value in its own right. The boundary plots in the uplands show less
variability, reflecting the open nature of moorland landscapes. The lower diversity
overall in the uplands corresponds with the overall variation in occurrence of
vegetation discussed in Section 3.1 and again the division after land class 17. Thus,
the present analysis at the landscape level supports the generally held belief that
there is more variation in the lowlands, even though it is compressed into linear
features and fragmented sites, rather than forming extensive areas.
. 6. RESULTS: SPECIES DIVERSITY SPECIES GROUPS AND SPECIES
6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES GROUPS
The vegetation classes vary in their complexity. The management practised during
crop production creates a narrow, uniform range of ecological conditions suitable
for only a few species. As a consequence the vegetation classes associated with
crops contain few species. In contrast, the woodland classes often contain mixtures
of species tolerant of a variety of ecological conditions such as grassland or dense
woodland, and plots on the edge of woodlands may contain species from grassland,
scrub and tall woodland conditions. Standard phytosociological procedures use this
approach and previous work by Bunce (1977) and Barr et al. (1993) have shown
that these groups are necessary to explain the variation within the vegetation
classes.
Relationships of this type were formalised by the construction of 37 species groups
(Table 5), which link species that grow under similar conditions e.g. wet soils or
peat soils and were derived from the entire 1990 data set by a new analysis.
Changes in the frequency of these groups are used to show shifts in the balance
within the vegetation classes. Figure 11 shows the average number of species
groups through the series of vegetation classes. With the exception of vegetation
Class 77 (Dense Sitka spruce), the Crop/weeds classes are the least complex, and
the classes with a high proportion of plots by streamsides are the most diverse
because of their variable vegetation structure and ecological ground conditions.
The species groups also show strong distribution patterns through the series of
vegetation classes, with groups containing arable weeds, such as charlock (Sinapsis
arvensis) and shepherd's purse (Capsella bursa-pastoris) being at one extreme and
those containing cotton grass (Eriophorum vaginatum) and bog asphodel
(Narthecium ossifragum) at the other. The names show that, although the overall
composition of the groups is mainly aligned along the fertility gradient, there are
some exceptions. For example classes 12 (Lowland eutrophic roadsides) and 15
(Lowland river banks) are associated with high water levels and, consequently, are
differentiated on the third axis in the DECORANA ordination.
6.2 DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES GROUPS
Table6 showsthe distributionof the speciesgroupswithinplot types and
landscapes. Withinanyone landscapeit is strikingthat the plot types contain
generallythe samecombinationsof speciesgroups showingthat manyare actingat
the landscapelevel,agreeingwiththe commentsmadebelow. Exceptionsare
wherethe plot type containsa specificgroup. For example,streamswithinthe
arablelandscapehavemarshlandand hydrophyllicspeciesnot present in other
landscapes. In the arableandpasturallandscapesthe crop and crop edge plots
occur throughoutallthe plot types;however,in contrastbog and heathplantsare
onlypresentin marginaluplandor uplandlandscapes.Thereis, therefore, a
complexgradientfromthe top left-handcornerof the table to the bottom right
whichappearsas a strongdiagonal.A comparablestructurewas noted byBunce&
Smith(1978)in Cumbriabecauseof the similarbalancebetweenuplandand
lowlandsystems. In GreatBritainthe streamsideshavethe highestdiversityand
alsoin three out of four of the landscapeswoodlandsare alsoveryvariable.
In generalthe Vergeplotshavea surprisinglyhighdiversityin contrast to the
Habitatplotswhichare generallylow. Thisagreeswith analysespresentedabove
and showsthat the habitatplotswere selectedin generalfor other reasonsthan
diversityof vegetationclass.
Mother wayof examiningthe responseof vegetationat the landscapelevelis to
examinethe relationshipbetweenthe overallcharacteristicsof the vegetationin the
differentplot types withthe individualsquares. Thiswas done by correlatingthe
meanDECORANAaxisscoresbetweenthe plot types withineach of the 508 lkm-
squares. Allthe plot typeswerehighlysignificantlycorrelateddemonstratingthat
the specieswhichmakeup the vegetationat the landscapelevelare drawnfrom a
commonpool determinedbythe localenvironment.As the next sectionshows,
however,the differentelementsin the landscapecontaindifferentgroups of species
dependingon their characteristics.
The overridinginfluenceof the environmentwasconfirmedby comparingthe total
speciescompositionwiththe underlyingenvironment.Thiswas done by calculating
the averageDECORANAfirstaxisscoresfor vegetationwiththe corresponding
scorefromthe initiallandclassificationenvironmentdata. The correlationwas
highlysignificant,explainingover 80% of the variation. The distributionof
botanicaldiversitywithinthe limitsdeterminedby environmentare therefore
determinedby managementwhichmodifiesthe compositionof the local species
pool.
6.3 DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES
Table7 showsthe mostfrequentspeciesrecordedin allthe vegetationplots and
presentsan interestingpictureof the most commonspeciesin Britishvegetation
Halfthe speciesare grasses,withthe fivemost frequentlyoccurringspeciesall
belongingto this group. Most of the speciesbelongto speciesGroups22, 12and 5
allof whichare dominatedbymesotrophicgrasslandspecies. Onlyone species,
tormentil(Potentilla erect& couldbe regardedas an uplandspecies,althoughit is
alsowidelypresenton acidsoilselsewhere.Thesefrequenciesindicatethe
dominanceof neutralgrasslandspeciesin the floraof the Britishcountryside. The
incorporationof the relativeareasrepresentedbythe Mainplots,as shownin Table
2, differsbecausetheyincludeextentas wellas overallfrequencyand, therefore,
contrastwith the relativelyhighareaof uplandvegetationas opposedto high
frequencyof grasslandspecies.
Table8 showsthe averagenumberof speciesandproportionswithin1 km-squares
andby numberof landclasseswithineachlandscape. In termsof overallspecies
number,the arableanduplandlandscapesare similar. Themarginaluplands,which
showgreat ecologicaldiversityare intermediate,but the highestnumberswere
recordedin the pasturallandscape. Some 1km-squares,however,havethe same
numbersin all landscapessuggestingthat localfactorscan overridepotential.
Thenumberof speciesper plot (speciesrichness)is loweston averagein the amble
landscapeand increasesprogressivelythroughto the uplandlandscape. The mean
figuresmaskmuchvariation,for example,the arablelandscapecontainsplots in
cropswith only one or two speciesbut also plots in calcareousgrasslandwith over
thirtyspecies.
Consideringthe widerangeof ecologicalconditions,plot sizesand differencesin
speciesassemblages,the numberof speciesis relativelyuniform,but:
The HedgerowandBoundaryplots showrelativelysmallnumbersof
speciesin alllandscapes,but are comparablewithVerges,Streamsideand
Mainplots in arableandpasturallandscapes;
The Vergeplots are similarin both the arableandpasturallandscapes;
The StreamsideandMainplotsbecomeincreasinglyrichin speciesfrom
arableto uplandlandscapesbut there is muchoverlapbetweencategories;
• The speciesrichnessofHabitatplots in arableanduplandlandscapesis
similar,but withrelativelymorespeciesin pasturalandmarginalupland
landscapes;however,thereis muchoverlap;
• TheBoundaryplots alwayscontaina smallproportionof speciesbut there
are relativelymore speciesin arableandpasturallandscapes,suggesting
that they are mainlyrelatedto the compositionof the fieldsrather than to
distinctivefeatures,suchas the steams,
TheHedge plotshaveintermediatevaluesfor the percentageof species.
Hedge plots are absentin the uplands;
The Verge plots have intermediate values for the percentage of species
These plots occur relativelyconstantly throughout all landscapes;
The Streamside plots always have a high proportion of species but where
they occur in arable and pastural landscapes their values are lowest;
• The Main plots and habitat plots show similar patterns and show the
greatest variability,with low percentages in the arable landscape
progressively increasing through the series to the uplands.
Table 9 shows the numbers of distinctive species found in each plot type within
each aggregate class and landscape type.
A common feature through all landscapes is the low richness in the Habitat plots
indicating that there are few distinctive species present.
Both arable and pastural landscapes have no distinctive species in the Crops/weeds
aggregate class I as the component species are present widely elsewhere. For
example, annual meadowgrass (Poa annua) may occur anywhere in either of these
landscapes. The Tall grassland/herb aggregate class H has the highest number of
species and shows a very similarpattern with most species by road or streamsides
and with low richness in all other plot types. The Fertile grasslands aggregate class
Iff also has few distinctive species in both landscapes for the same reason as their
absence in the Crops/weeds aggregate class I. Infertile grasslands aggregate class
IV has comparable richness on verges, streamsides and main plots, showing that
this class still has distinctive species in fields as well as linear features. Although the
Lowland wooded aggregate V class has distinctive species in all plot types in both
landscapes, the greatest richness is in hedgerows, emphasizing their importance.
The Streamside and Main plots also have quite large numbers of species in the
pastural landscape. The Upland wooded aggregate class VI has a small number of
species, concentrated by streamsides. The Infertile grasslands aggregate class IV
has the highest number of species in the main plots, showing that in contrast to the
lowlands, many distinctive species still remain in the fields. The Grass
mosaic/moorland aggregate class VII shows most species by the Streamsides, but
also many in the Main plots. There are very few species in the Heath/bog aggregate
class VIII. This contrasts sharply with the upland landscapes suggesting that this
category differs in its composition between these landscapes. Infertile grasslands
are still well represented but are mainlyby Streamsides in the uplands. Both Grass
mosaics/moorland (VII) and Heath/bog (VIII) have the most species in the uplands
in the Main plots but also many by Streamsides showing that this plot type
contributes more to variation in the uplands.
The summary table shows that Verge and Streamside plots have most species in
arable and pastural landscapes. By contrast, the Streamside and Main plots have
the most species in the marginal uplands and uplands, but their order is reversed
with Streamsides predominating in the marginal uplands and Main plots in the
uplands. Although Streamsides have the most species overall, the Main plots have
the next highest, suggesting, that in Britain as a whole, the open landscape still has
many distinctive species The sections on species groups and quality indicate,
however,that other measuresof biodiversityare requiredto encompassthis detail.
Surprisingly,both BoundaryandHabitatplotshavefewdistinctivespeciesbecause
the formermainlycontainspecieswhichare presentelsewherein the landscape,and
the latterbecausetheywere selectedas rare habitatsandthey havemanyunique
speciesthat do not buildup sufficientassociationsto be significant
The uniquespecies,ie thoseonlyfoundin a particularplot type withineach
aggregateclassand landscape(Table10),showan entirelydifferentpattern from
the distinctivespecies,in that both HabitatandBoundaryplotshave manyrecords.
Theseplot types thereforecontainmanyindividualspeciesnot present elsewherein
the landscape,but do not occur in sufficientnumbersto be identifiedby the e
statistic. Most of the speciesin thesehabitatsare thereforepresentelsewherein the
landscapeandthe uniquespeciesare therebecausetheyare:
specieswith a specifichabitatpreferenceeg. watercress
(Nasturtium officianalis) in a wet Habitatplot;
relictspeciesfroma formerwidespreadvegetationclasseg.
burnet(Sanguisurba officinalis) in a Boundaryplot in fertile
grassland;
inherentlyrare specieseg. lesserbutterwort(Pingincula
lusitanica) in a Habitatplot;
speciesthat havedispersedand happenedto be withina given
plot type eg. hawthorn(Crataegus monogyna) in a Boundary
plot
Thelargenumbersof speciesrecordscollectedshowthat manyspeciespresent in
low numbersin the landscapeare, nevertheless,presentwithinparticularlandscape
elements. TheHedgerowscontainfew uniquespeciesbecause,in general,the
speciespresentmaybe foundin other plot typeseg. sterilebrome (Bromus sterlis)
in mainplots in fieldsand hazel(Corylus avellana) in mainplots in woodland.
Most uniquespeciesrecordedin hedgesare presentwithinthose hedgesoccurring
in the Lowlandwooded aggregateclass.
In the arablelandscape,Vergeand Streamsideplots containthe most speciesbut
Mainplots,BoundaryplotsandHabitatplotsall containlargenumbers. In pastural
landscapes,Streamsides,MainandHabitatplotshavecomparablenumbersspecies
withVergesand Boundarieshavingfewerspecies.
In the marginaluplandsand uplands,Streamsides,MainandHabitatplots have
comparablenumberswithrelativelyfew speciesinBoundaryand Vergeplots.
As withthe other measuresof diversity,therefore,the linearfeatures,especially
Streamsidesare majorreservoirsof the botanicalcapital. However,the Mainplots
stillhavemanyspeciesandthe highfrequencyin habitatplots suggeststhat they
werelocatedin vegetationpatchesthat haveminimalspecies,especiallywhen the
sizeof plot is also takenintoconsideration.
6.4 CHANGE: INTRODUCTION
Table 11showsthe relationshipbetweenthe vegetationgroupsUsedin the CS1990
mainreport (Barr et at 1993)andCVS aggregateclassesusedhere, in order that
comparisonscan be made.The data for botanicalchangeinvolvedre-recordingat
the samelocations,the sampleplots (Main,Hedgerow,StreamsideandRoadside)
that were recordedin 1978(Barrel at 1993). The advantageof thisapproachis
that the observedchangesare knownto havetakenplace,whereasdifferencesin
populationof plots over the two datescouldbe due to samplingerror. However,
the reliabilityof the extentof the changeneedsconsideration.In the tables
presentedbelowchangedata, if significant,are omittedif they are withinsample
numbersbelow 10%of the sampleswithinthat comparison.The summarytable
showingthe acceptablecomparisonbyplot typesand landscapesis givenin Table
12. Samplenumberhas a majorinfluencein determiningsignificantlevelssince
smallerlevelsof changecanbe detectedin largersamplenumbers.
In discussionsfollowingthe publicationof Barr et at (1993),it was pointedout
that the directionsof changewere comparableacrossthe plot types. One of the
objectivesof the CVSwas to enableintegratedassessmentsof stock and change
acrossentirelandscapes. Therefore,in the presentationbelowall the plot types are
combinedregardlessof the sizeof the individualplots (1 x 10m for linearfeatures
and 14x 14 m for Mainplots). Howeverthe averagenumbersof speciesare
comparableand providedthat the differentplot sizeare bornein mind,the summary
resultsof Table 13 showthat the overalltrendsare for loss of species,whetherthe
plotsare aggregatedor separatedintothe plot types. Thereare majorcontrasts
betweenthe plot typeswith the hedgeplots showingonlylosses. The Streamsides,
with one exception,andthe Mainplots showtwiceas manylossesas gains,
whereasVergeshavegainedspecies.
6.5 CHANGE: SPECIES NUMBERS
Table 14presentsthe gross changesin speciesnumberbetween1978and 1990in
allpairedplots, regardlessof whetheranindividualplot had changedclasses. There
are 40 combinationsof landscapetypesandvegetationaggregateclassescompared
with30 combinationsin the comparabletable of the CS 1990MainReport. The
Crops/weedsaggregateclass(I) is directlycomparablewiththe crops group of CS
1990. AggregateclassH is new as thistype of vegetationis not representedin the
open landscapeswhichwere includedin the comparabletable in the CS 1990Main
Report. AggregateclassIII is comparableto the improvedgrassland,aggregate•
classIV to the semi-improvedgrassland,aggregateclassVII to the uplandgrass
mosaicsand aggregateclassVIII to the heathsandbogs. The singlewoodland
classin CS 1990MainReport is dividedinto Lowlandwooded (V) and Upland
wooded(VI). It mustalso be borneinmindthat in this analysis,usingthe unified
classification,allplots are consideredtogether,regardlessof their positionin the
landscape.
The results show that in ten cases there is an increase in significance level or values
have crossed the boundary into being significantat at least the 5% level, whereas
previously they only indicated the direction of change. Furthermore, the direction
of change in virtually all cases is the same as in the previous analysis. This result
suggests that changes are taking place at the landscape level with the direction of
change in different elements being in the same direction, otherwise they would
cancel each other out. As commented previously, species typical of meadows are
known to have been lost from hedges, streamsides and grasslands. It may be that
the processes causing these changes are convergent, or that a combination of
different processes produces the same result. For example, eutrophication of
streamsides may cause an increase in species such as stinging nettle (Urfica dioica)
which replaces more sensitive species such as common valerian (Valeriana
officinalis): an increase in nitrogenous fertiliser application to a field would cause a
similar change. The next stage therefore is to analyse the landscape elements
separately and to integrate the results with the analyses currently being undertaken
in ECOFACT Module 6.
The main new finding is that the separation between the two woodland aggregate
classes has revealed that the Lowland wooded class is gaining species, whereas the
Upland wooded is losing species significantly.This result was masked in the CS
1990 Main Report because the loss of species in woodlands as a whole masked the
differences between the opposing trends. Aggregate class 11shows the smallest
degree of change. Interpreting the results in the context of plant strategy theory,
this is, perhaps, because this class was already overgrown in 1978 and is relatively
stable. Within the uplands there is a marked divergence between the moorland
grass/mosaic and heath/bog with the former having lost species, whereas the latter
has gained species significantly. This is perhaps due to the same process of change
acting on different starting points in vegetation terms since these aggregate classes
are intimately mixed within a common matrix in the uplands. Whilst this is true of
the uplands and GB as a whole, a difference has emerged between the pastural and
marginal upland landscapes in that under the new aggregation, significant losses in
both these classes are reported in the pastural landscape, but significant gains in the
marginal uplands. The underlying structure of these changes will be analysed
further in the next stage of the analysis.
The second series of tables (Tables 15-18) shows the breakdown of species
numbers between the different plot categories. This is a different procedure than
used in the CS1990 main report where separate classifications were used for the
different elements. The application of the CVS means that direct comparisons of
the direction of change can be made consistently.
The primary conclusion when comparing these tables is that most of the changes
take place in the main plots which represent openIandscape. These changes
dominate the overall picture for Great Britain shown in the previous table.
Secondly, most of the changes within the linear features are in the same direction as
the overall landscape, with some exceptions pointed out below. Virtually all the
changes confirm the conclusions of the CS1990 main report, but by treating the
data at the overall landscape level, smaller changes can be detected, because the
sample size is larger.
Within the main plots most of the changes are identical to those for the whole of
Great Britain. In the arable landscape, for example, aggregate class I shows the
same decline as at the national level. Within the pastural and marginal landscapes
there are similar losses overall, but two of the changes are no longer significant. In
the upland landscape there is the same pattern of change but with lower levels
overall which lead to a loss of significance. This is due to the streamside plots
being removed as they show a high degree of change. Within the verge plots, there
are smaller changes than in either of the other elements. There are only three
significant changes which have the same direction as the overall aggregate classes,
but these become significant because of the restricted area sampled. Verges are
also exceptional in that they are the only plots to show significant increases in
species number. Aggregate classes II and IQ both show gains in species number.
In the Streamside plots all the significant changes involve loss of species. In the
arable landscape the direction of change in aggregate class II is the same as in the
overall analysis, but becomes significant because of the wider area of coverage. In
arable, pastural and marginal uplands, the two woodland aggregate classes both
decline suggesting a common pattern throughout the landscapes.
In the Hedge plots only aggregate class 2 in the pastural landscape shows a decline.
This conforms with the pattern reported in the CS1990 main report.
6.6 CHANGE ENINDIVIDUAL SPECIES FREQUENCY AND COVER
There are significant changes in individual species which have taken place between
1978 and 1990 and which underlie the changes in species number reported in the
previous Section. Within the Crops/weeds aggregate class I, individual species
declined significantly between 1978 and 1990. With two exceptions, these are both
broadleaved weeds confirming the shift, previously reported towards graminaceous
weeds - although there has been no actual overall increase in species such as black
grass (Alopecurus myosuroides). There are few changes within the Tall
grassland/herb aggegate class II, confirming the suggestion made above that this
category is relatively stable. In the Fertile grasslands aggregate class DI, although
there was no significant overall loss of species, a considerable number of species
changed significantly. In the Lowland grasslands 23 species have changed
significantly in frequency, in all cases decreasing. Whilst some of these species are
not likely to be considered of conservation significance eg. creeping buttercup
(Ranunculus repens), others such as bird's foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus) are of
importance to conservation and reflect the loss of meadow species. The pattern of
change in the woodland categories is far from clear with some evidence of species
indicative of disturbance eg. sterile brome (Bromus sterilis) expanding in the
lowland woods and creeping bent (Agrostis stolonifera) expanding in the acid
woodlands, perhaps indicating eutrophication. In the upland grasslands the
situation may well be confused by the effects of afforestation, and newly afforested
plots in 1978 need to be removed from the analysis before further conclusions can
be drawn. Within the uplands it is interesting that the ericaceous species, ling
(Calluna vulgaris) and cross-leaved heath (Erica tetralix) have declined, whereas
heath sedge (Carex binervis) and carnation grass (Carex panicea) have increased.
Thereare relativelyfewsignificantchangesin coverbetween 1978and 1990. As
expectedthe cover in the valuesCrop/weedsaggregateclassI are very low with
someevidenceof an overallincreasein the coverof grasslandspecies,perhapsdue
to undersowing. Withinthe Tallgrasslandaggregateclass11there are 11 species
whichhavechangedsignificantly,allbut two haveincreasedin their coverand all
are speciesfromeutrophicor overgrownsituations- linkingto the conclusions
describedin the sectionof plantfunctionalstrategies. Withineutrophicgrasslands
there havegenerallybeenreductionsin coverwhichcouldbe due to the increasing
use of silage,whichleavesfieldsmorefrequentlybare of cover than traditionalhay
making. Thewoodlandsshowa similarpatternof declinein speciesfrequency
with a majorityof speciesshowingthe samepatterns. Thereare few changeswithin
the uplandgrasslandsandin the moorlandsthe most strikingchangesare the
decreasein four ericaceousspecies. As withthe previoussectionfurtheranalysisis
requiredto separatethe changesbetweenthe differentelementsin the landscape.
Changesin cover andfrequencyof individualspeciesare implicatedin observed
changesin speciesgroupsbut haveecologicalsignificancein their own right.
Changeanalyseswere stratifiedby:
landscape,aggregateclassand plot type;
aggregateclassand plot type;
aggregateclassand landscapetype;
Each stratificationdividesthe variationin the data set in differentways. Similarities
and differencesin detectedchangesreflectthe interplaybetweeninteractioneffects
and differencesin samplesize.
Reductionsin arablecrops suchas oats and potatoeshave occurredin the arable
landscapein the Crops/weedsaggregateclassI, whereasin the pasturallandscape
rye grass (Lolium perenne) andwhiteclover(Trifoliurn repens) have increased.
In the arablelandscapeand tallgrasslandsin Hedgerowsand on Vergesthere has
beenan expansionin coarseweedsand commongrassessuchas cleavers(Galium
aparine), couch grass (Elymus repens), Yorkshirefog (Holcus lanatus) and
sterilebrome (Brornus sterilis). In Streamsides,withinthe samelandscapeand
aggregateclass,creepingthistle(Cirsium arvense), cleavers(Galium aparine)
and Yorkshirefog (Holcus lanatus) all increased.
In the Fertilegrasslands(aggregateclassIII) inMainplots, changingspecies
suggesta declinein managementintensitywithina stillhighlyfertilesystem. The
grasslandley specieswhiteclover(Trifolium repens) and rye grass (Lolium
perenne) declinedin coverin the arablelandscapewhilstthe agriculturalweed
creepingthistle (Cirsium arvense) increasedat the GB scaleand in the pastural
landscape. Changesinthis specieswere so wellmarkedas to be detectedin the
muchsmallerset of samplesthat didnot shiftaggregateclassbetween 1978and
1990.
Other speciesincreasingin coverin the Fertilegrasslandsincludebramble(Rubus
fruticosus), red fescue(Festuca rubra) and creepingbent (Agrostis stolonifera).
The sametrends appearedto be occurringon roadsidevergeplots for the
aggregateclassas wellas mainplots.
TheInfertilegrasslandsaggregateclassIV encompassesa suiteof less improved
grasslandvegetationtypesincludingrelativelyspeciesrichwetland,acidand
calcareousconmmnities.The corollaryof the demonstrateddeclinein botanical
qualityin this aggregateclassis the observedincreasein commonspecies
favouredbyincreasedfertility. Theseincludestingingnettle (Urtica dioica),
cleavers(Galium aparine), rye grass (Lolium perenne), creepingbent (Agrostis
stolonifera) and red fescue(Festuca rubra). Evidenceof thistrend towards
increasingfertilityextendsover alllandscapessinceevenin the marginaluplands,
infertilegrasslandplots showedanincreaseincover in red fescue(Festuca
rubra), creepingbent (Agrostis stolonifera) andYorkshirefog (Holcus lanatus).
Thedetectedincreasein stingingnettle (Urtica dioica) in GB streamsideswithin
the Infertilegrasslandscorroborateslocalchangesreportedbythe Botanical
Societyof the BritishIsles(BSBI)for somecountiesin southernEngland. The
accompanyingincreasein other nitrophilessuchas cleavers(Galium aparine),
great hairywillowherb(Epilobium hirsutum) and creepingbent (Agrostis
stolonifera) persuasivelysuggesta trend towardsmorefertileand lessdisturbed
conditionson lowlandstreamsides.
In hedgerowsin the lowlandwood/hedgeaggregateclassan increasein weeds
favouredbyhighfertilityis manifestedby cleavers(Galium aparine) and sterile
brome (Bromus sterilis) over the wholeof GBand particularlyin the arable
landscape. Withinthe pasturallandscapecreepingbent (Agrostis stolon(era), rye
grass (Lolium perenne) and bramble(Rubus fruticosus) increasedin cover.
Changesin shrubabundance,showdivergentpatternsbetweenlandscapeswithin
the lowlandwooded hedgerowplots: In the arablelandscapehazel(Corylus
avellana), hawthorn(Crataegus monogyna), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), ivy
(Hedera helix), blackthorn(Prunus spinosa) and elder (Sambucus nigra) all
declinedwhilstin the pasturallandscapehazel(Corylus avellana) declinedbut
hawthorn(Crataegus monogyna) and ivy(Hed.era helix) increased.
In the uplandlandscapesone of the mostmarkedchangeswasthe obvious
increasein Sitkaspruce(Picea sitchensis) in the moorland/grassmosaicVII and
heath/bogVIII aggregateclasses.
It is alsonoteworthythat the commongrass Yorkshirefog (Holcus lanatus)
whichhas increasedover a widerangeof plotsandvegetationtypes in the
lowlandsalso showedincreasesin coverin the marginaluplandsmoorland
vegetation. The ubiquitousagriculturalley speciesrye grass (Lolium perenne)
andwhiteclover(Trifohum repens) alsoincreasedin cover in GB-widemoorland
vegetationinmainplots.
Changeintheheath/bogaggregateclassVIIIaredifficulto interpretat theGB
scaleandcentreuponincreasesamonga numberofpleurocarpousmossesandon
speciessuchasbentgrass(Agrostis capillaris), YorkshirefogWolcus lanatus)
andheathbedstrawGaliwn saxatile.
Withinthemarginaluplandheath/bogmainplotshowever,therewasa declinein
thesub-shrubsling(Calluna vulgaris) andcrowben-y(Empetrum nigrum) and
increasingmatgrass(Nardus stricta)
6.7 CHANGE:SPECIESGROUPS
Thechangein speciesgroupscomplementthefiguresonoverallspecieslossbut
enablethetypeof speciesbeinglostto be identified.Thefollowingarethe
principalchanges.
I. Aggregate class I, main plots. Plantsassociatedwithcropshave
decreasedwhereasgrasslandplantshaveincreasedreflectinga shift
towardsgraminaceousweeds.
Aggregate class II, hedges. Grasslandspecieshavebeenlostandall
significantchangeshavebeennegative.
Aggregate class II, streamsides. Onesmallsignificantincreasein
grasslandplants.
IV Aggregate class II, verges. Significantincreasesinthreespecies
groupsreflecttheincreaseinspeciesnumberreportedinthe
previousSection.Themainincreasesarein speciesgroups
associatedwithgrasslandonfertilesoils.
V. Aggregate class III, verges. AswiththepreviousSection,the -
significantchangesareincreases,butinthiscaseit iswoodland
plantsassociatedwithhumus-richor fertilesoils.
Aggregate class III, main plots. Thelargestdeclineis ingrassland
speciesbutthereisalsoanincreaseinspeciesofplantsassociated
withcropsindicatinga changeinbalancebetweenthe specieswithin
fields.
VII. Aggregate class IV verges. Althoughthisclassdidnotshowlosses
of speciesoverall,therewasa largelossin oneofthegrassland
speciesgroupsagainsuggestingthatthebalancewaschanging
overall.
VIII. Aggregate class IV, main plots. Thisclassshowsthelargestchange
over all the combinations examined and confirms the suggestion
made in the CS1990 Main Report of major losses within the neutral
grasslands. Six groups of grassland plants have declined overall and
it is interesting to note that there is a small increase in plants
associated with crops, confirmingthe shift withiii the fertile
grasslands.
Aggregate class IV, streamsides. This class shows a balance
between species groups that have declined significantlywhich are
generally associated with grasslands as opposed to those that have
increased and which are mainlywood edge and woodland species.
This emphasises that the balance of the species that make up
vegetation can change independently of overall species number .
Aggregate class IV, hedges. A small decline in two species groups
mainly linked by being grassland plants.
Aggregate class V, hedges. This class shows a striking loss of
woodland and wood edge species, but an increase in plants
associated with crops on fertile soils suggesting a major shift in the
balance of species within this class.
XLI. Aggregate class VI, streamsides. This class shows a significant loss
of four species groups all involvingwoodland species.
Aggregate class VII, streamsides. This class shows three significant
losses affecting mainlygrassland species groups.
Aggregate class VII, main plots. This class shows a balance
between losses and gains with grassland plants generally declining
but heath and bog plants increasing.
Aggregate class VIII, main plots. The main changes in this class
involve a loss of moorland plants and a gain in grassland plants
reflecting the shift reported elsewhere away from ericaceous species
to more general grassland plants.
The analyses of changes in cover for species groups omitted records for each species
when their cover in a plot was estimated to be less than 5% in both 1978 and 1990.
The focus, as with analysis of individual species, is therefore on changes in cover
within plots rather than changes in frequency between plots. The distinction may be
of ecological significance since some aggregate classes as expressed within certain
plot types appear to show either many more species group frequency changes than
cover while others show the reverse. Gross changes in count data are more likely to
result in a shift in aggregate class than gross changes in cover within plots only.
However, increases in cover within plots are likelyto be implicated in the loss of less
abundant species from plots. If these are uncommon overall in CS data, then it is
clear that both types of change can have potent effects on species richness and
composition.
Overall more changes in species group frequency were detected than species group
cover although failure to detect trends in cover maybe as much to do with the smaller
sample size used than the absence of trends at the within quadrat scale. Of interest
however, are those changes that were detected in species group cover but not in
frequency within the same aggregate class and plot type.
Some changes were detected at GB level but not at the individual landscape level.
This may be due partly to the greater sample size available and to interaction between
landscape trends over time. Where sample size is adequate changes detected at the
landscape level, but not over the whole dataset, suggest the operation of interaction
effects and change in different directions between landscapes.
The matrices of change in replicate plot membership between the aggregate classes
are presented in Table 19. In general, the overall pattern is that of stability, but with
the shifts described below reflecting the changes already described at the species and
species group level. Within Great Britain as a whole, there are losses from aggregate
classes HI and IV (the Fertile and Infertile grassland) which have shifted mainly into
aggregate class II (Tall grassland/herb). The other major loss is from aggregate class
VIII (Heath/bog) which has shifted mainlyinto aggregate class VII (Grass
mosaic/moorland) which in turn has shown shifts into aggregate class VI (Upland
wooded), reflecting the planting of new coniferous plantations. There is a small loss
from the aggregate class I (Crops/weeds) perhaps reflecting a change in balance of
rotation.
Within the arable landscapes, the major shift is from aggregate class IQ (Fertile
grassland) into aggregate class II (Tall grassland/herb) perhaps indicating that
roadside verges, streamsides and hedgerows have become more overgrown, as
indicated in the section above.
Within the pastural landscapes, the major shift is from aggregate class IV (Infertile
grassland) into aggregate classes II (Tall grassland/herb), but this masks a
considerable movement between aggregate classes IV and III.
Within the marginal upland landscapes, the wooded aggregate classes V and VI have
gained at the expense of Infertile grassland aggregate class IV and there have also
been losses in aggregate classes VII and VIII, mainlyinto the Upland wooded class.
Within the uplands, the situation is relatively stable, apart from a loss of aggregate
class VIII into aggregate class VII perhaps reflecting the losses of ericaceous species
reported elsewhere.
The changes in the numbers of the individualvegetation classes show that most of the
classes are relatively stable but that some have changed dramatically; however this is
masked in the matrices of aggregate class described above. The largest shifts are in
the grassland classes 14 (increasing), 30 (increasing) whereas 40 and 31 have
declined. Class 14 (lowland verges/crop boundaries) has gained at the expense of a
range of less-disturbed classes whereas class 30 (mixed eutrophic) has gained largely
at the expense of classes 40 (ryegrass/Yorkshire fog grassland) and 31
(ryegrass/clover grassland) reflecting in both cases, movements up the fertility
gradient. The major decline in class 5 (mixed weeds in cereal crops) has been into the
less diverse classes 1, 2 and 3 reflecting the decline in diversity within crops reported
above.
Otherwise major shifts have taken place within class 75 (upland coniferous
plantations on moorland/upland grassland) which has gained at the expense of a range
of upland vegetation classes and class 77 (dense Sitka spruce) which has largely
increased from class 75. There has also been a major increase in class 86
(moorland/streamsides on peaty gleys) which has acquired plots from a range of
different classes perhaps due to increased uniformity.
7. RESULTS: BOTANICAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF STOCK WITHIN
LANDSCAPE TYPES AND BETWEEN PLOT TYPES
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Species and vegetation differ in the values attached to them by the conservation
agencies, policy makers and the public. To meet policy requirements it was
necessary to develop a procedure for evaluating the quality of botanical variation.
A set of principles for the evaluation of sites using botanical quality have been
proposed by Usher (1986). The procedure developed in this project is based on
using a range of different approaches to quality assessment as they identify different
aspects of vegetation as shown in Table 20. For example, the flowers of the
creeping thistle (Cirsium amuse) are important for moths and butterflies and the
seeds are an important source of food for birds. This species would therefore be
termed a quality species for the conservation of these taxa. By contrast, creeping
thistle would not be regarded as having a high conservation value within vegetation
assemblages.
Quality measure can be divided into four broad categories.
Lists based upon expert judgement
eg. English Nature grassland indicators;
Published plant community profiles
eg. National Vegetation Classification (NVC) constancy data
Statistically derived measures
eg. Preferential species for aggregate classes,
Proven ecological associations
eg. Plants that are food for butterflies;
Becausespeciesassociatedwithhighqualityvegetationare likelyto be relatively
localisedandthereforeuncommonin the landscapeas a whole,the approachwas to
examinedifferencesin the proportionof plots of eachtype eg hedge and field,
havingat least one recordedoccurrencefor anyspeciesin the qualityindicator
group. Wherelargernumbersof recordswereavailabledifferencesin the total
numbersof qualityspecieswithineachplot were analysed. Wherepossibleanalysis
of changein abundancebetween1978and 1990was carriedout for the same
groupsbut usingthe smallernumberof replicateplots recordedin both years.
Resultsare expressedas differencesbetweenplot typeswithinthe four landscape
classes(arable,pastural,marginaluplandand upland)but includingan overlapping
coastalzone comprisingall sampledlkm-squarescontainingmaritimefringe
featuressuchas sea, estuary,seacliff,saltmarshand dunes. The coastalzone is the
sameas that definedin Parr et aL (1996).
Thefollowingindicatorsof qualitywere examinedbut others couldbe included
now that the procedurehasbeendeveloped
7.2 HABITAT INDICATOR SPECIES FOR UNIMPROVED
GRASSLANDS
ConservationagenciesinBritainhaveidentifiedspecieswhichthey consideron the
basisof expertjudgementto be indicativeof highqualityhabitats. Theselistsare
explicitlybased onjudgement,but canbe usedas a basisfor interrogatingthe
CS1990databasein order to determinethe representationof these speciesin the
wholecountryside. Onlyone exampleof this typeof analysishas been carriedout,
that of the speciesregardedas indicativeof unimprovedgrasslandby English
Nature. The conceptof the approachis, however,that a varietyof differentlists
couldbe used in orderto ranklandscapeelementsand vegetationtypes in terms of
botanicalquality.
Threegroups were tested;indicatorsof unimprovedcalcareousgrasslandsin
EnglandandWales,acidophilousgrasslandspeciesand mesotrophicgrassland
speciesin GB (Table21). Calcareousgrasslandindicatorsoccurredin a
significantlygreaternumberof vergeplots than other plot typesin the arable
landscape,whereasin the pasturaland coastallandscapesthe indicatorsoccurredin
the greatestnumbersin the mainplots. The analysiswas not carriedout for upland
or marginaluplandplotsbecausenorthernlimestonespeciesare not includedin the
list.
In all landscapesmesotrophicand acidicgrasslandindicatorswere recordedfroma
significantlygreater proportionof Streamsideplots than any other plot type. Many
of these speciescan occur in species-richwet grasslands;however,the importance
of streamsidesas refiigiais highlightedin the arableand pasturallandscapeswhere
the total numberof recordsover allplot typesin eachgroupwas muchlowerthan
the other landscapes.
7.3 RARITY INDICATOR SPECIES
NationallyscarceandRed Data Book (RDB)specieswere recordedin 66 plots in
CS 1990;22 in the arablelandscape,20 in the uplandlandscape,18in pastural
landscapeand 6 in the marginaluplands(Table22 ). However,as a proportionof
the total numberof plots in eachlandscapesignificantlymore recordswere foundin
the uplands. The samepreferencefor the uplandlandscapewasfound for species
occurringin 101-200hectadsin GB. Theplot typepreferencesof both groups of
infrequentspecieswere examinedby combiningall recordsfor eachgroup across
GB.
No significantdifferencein numbersof recordsbetweenplot typeswas detectedfor
speciesoccurringin 101-200hectads. NationallyscarceandRDB species showed
significantdifferencesinplot type preferencewithrecordsmore likelyin fieldand
Streamsideplots
7.4. NVC DIAGNOSTIC SPECIES
In order to evaluatethe statusof those more commonspecieswhosejoint occurrence
neverthelesscharacterisesless commonplantcommunities,the plot type and
landscapepreferencesof speciesthat characterisethe NVC unimprovedgrassland
communityMG5 (Rodwell,1991)were analysed. The techniqueis illustratedby
applicationto this communitybut canbe easilyappliedto otherNVC units.
Manyof the speciesthat together typifyMG5 grow in abundancein other
communitieswhere they exhibitpatternsofjoint associationwith other speciesand
maycharacteriseother communities.Thefirst stepwas thereforeto definea list of
specieswhosejoint occurrenceis consideredcharacteristicof MG5 vegetation. To
do this all speciesof constancy3 or morewere selectedfromfloristictablefor MG5
publishedin theNational Vegetation Classification, Volume 3 (Rodwell1991).
Specieswerethen excludedif they were also commonin other habitattypes,as
evaluatedusingBiologicalRecordsCentre(BRC)gradesgeneratedfor the DoE
WildlifeIndicatorsproject(Parr eta/. 1996). Thusgrade 3 specieswerethose most
stronglyassociatedwith fewerhabitattypes acrossthe range of NVC data and only
grade 3 specieswere retainedfromthe listof MG5 speciesresultingin a listof 21
species(Table23) whichare here termedfaithfulspecies.
Two subsetsof CVS plotsrecordedin 1990werethen definedfor analysisusingthe
list of faithfulspecies: First, a subsetof plots was selectedsuchthat eachcontaineda
minimumidentifiablefloristicelementof MG5. To definethis minimum
representationthe publishedkeyto the grasslandschapterof BritishPlant
Communities(Rodwel1,1991)was examinedand those specieshighlightedas being
mostpowerfulin distinguishingbetweenMG5 andfloristicallysimilargrasslandswere
used; thesewere bird's foot trefoil(Lotus corniculatus), bent grass (Agrostis
capillaris), red clover (Trifolium pratense) and sweetvernalgrass (Anthoxanthum
odoratum). Consequently73 out of 13,587plots(0.6%) were selectedbecausethey
all containedall4 species.Whenthese plotsweregroupedby plot type no significant
differencesin total count of the remaining19faithf-ulspecieswas detected. The small
sizeof the data set indicateshow uncommonthe assemblageis in the landscapeas a
whole.
The secondapproachwasto examinebetweenplot-typeand landscapedifferencesin
thejoint occurrencepatternsof allMG5faithfulspecies. For thisanalysisanyplot
that containedat least one or moreof the faithfulspecieswas included.
Theentiredistributionof MG5 faithfulspeciescoversextremeswhereat one end only
one speciesmaybepresentin manyplotsand at the other extremewhereveryfew
plots containthe majorityof the speciesin the list Examinationof the shapeof the
distributionpattern betweentheseextremescan conveydifferencesin the relativejoint abundanceof MG5 speciesfor eachplot type and eachlandscape
Figure 12presentsthis distributionwhichdescribesthe increasingnumbersof species
contributingto a joint associationof MG5 speciesin differentplot types,but the
generallyincreasingrarityof the associationwhenbasedupon increasingnumbersof
MG5faithfulspecies. Theuplandlandscapeis omittedas plotsare outsidethe
expecteddistributionrangeof the community.Whereonlyone or more speciesare
presentthere can hardlybe saidto be anyhintof the target communitypresent, hut as
numbersof faithfulspeciesin eachplot increase,the representationof species
considereddiagnosticofM05 becomesmoremarked.
Againit shouldbe emphasisedthat thistechniquesidestepsthe arbitraryprocess of
assigninga particularswardto a particularunitbut is an objectiveexpressionof thejoint occurrencepatterns of speciesthat togetherare considereddiagnosticof the
synopticunit as publishedinRodwell(1991)
In Figure 12,if a highpercentageof plotswere occupiedby highnumbersof MG5
species,the distributionwouldbe skewedto the top right of eachgraph. In any
event,pointswith highvalueson both axeswouldbe desirable. Thehighest
percentageof plots withthe highestnumbersof MG5 speciesin eachplot was found
on roadsideverges in the marginaluplands,althoughevenhere only2.8% of plots
had 12MW speciesgrowingtogether.
The highestpercentagesof plots havingbetween4 and 8 specieswere all found on
roadsidevergesin all landscapesandboundaryplots in the marginaluplands.
The most impoverishedlandscapeandlandscapeelementin terms of the total
representationof MG5 speciesis conveyedby the total area underthe graph and
highlights,as expected,mainplots in the arablelandscape.
Only25 plots containedover 14MG5faithfulspecies. Theseare listedin Table24.
Giventhe often heterogeneousvegetationrepresentedbythe randomsamplesin
CountrysideSurveydata it is moreappropriateto identifya core assemblagewhich
is typicalof a valuedplantcommunityeventhoughit is likelyto be accompaniedby
speciesperhapstypicalof other communitytypes. Thisis becausemanyof the CS
plots are more likelyto representthe noisytailsof the distributionsof plantspecies
rather than vegetationin whichtheirpatternsofjoint occurrenceare strongest
leadingto relativelygreater homogeneityandgreaterease in assignmentto NVC
units.However, it was seenas importantto try and examinesituationswheretraces
of a communitycould stillbe discernedsincepoor expressionmightbe linkedto
vegetationchange,smallpatchsizeor an otherwiseatypicalfloristicand
environmentalcontext. The questionthat is addressedis whetherthe building
blocksof valuedplantcommunitiesoccur in the landscapegenerallyand outsideof
easilyidentifiableandmanageablesites.
Thejoint occurrenceanalysistechniquehas provedto be a usefulway of examining
abundancepatterns of recognisablesets of NVC diagnosticspeciesin the wider
countrysideand is thus a subtlebut effectivewayof usingthe NVC frameworkto
interpretchangesin CS data.
7.5 ABUNDANCE OF PREFERENTIAL SPECIES
Thosespeciesmost stronglyassociatedwith eachof the eightCVS aggregate
classeswere identifiedby a chi-squareanalysisandthen dividedinto threegroups;
abundant,intermediateand rare, basedupontheir frequencyin CS data. Depending
upon the aggregateclass,differentlevelsof botanicalqualitycanbe equatedwith
eachabundancecategory.For exampleallcategoriesof the infertilegrasslandsare
indicativeof highqualitysincethe classitselfrepresentsunimprovedspecies-rich
grasslandswhichare not onlyuncommonin CS data but havealso declinedin
speciesrichnessbetween1978and 1990. In the lowlandwoodedclass,however,
rare and intermediatespecies(manyof whichare ancientwoodlandindicator
species)accompaniedby a declinein abundantspecieswouldindicatehigher
quality. The abundantcategorystronglycharacterisesthe vegetationbut is not
associatedwith highqualitywithinthe vegetation.
Most of the significantdifferencesin meancountbetweenplot types are shownby
abundantspecies(Table25).
In the arable,pasturaland marginaluplandlandscapesthe richestinfertilegrassland
plots were found in the fieldand roadsidevergeplots. Landscapedifferencesare
howeververymarkedwiththe richestplots in the.arablelandscape(main)beingas
richas the most species-poorplots in the marginaluplands(hedges).
Abundantspeciesthat characterisethe tallgrassland/herbclassformthe richest
assemblagesin hedgeplots in the arablelandscapeand vergesin the pastural.
In the uplandlandscapethe richestgrassmosaic/moorlandvegetationin terms of
abundantpreferentialspecies,is associatedwithstrearnsideplots whereasspecies
preferentialto heath/bogformthe richestassemblagesin mainplots.
Themarginaluplandsthereforeencompassthe richestinfertilegrasslandvegetation.
Hedgesand vergesin the lowlandsare most importantfor the richertall grasslands.
In the uplands,watercoursesare associatedwiththe richestuplandgrasslandsbut
the richestheath/bogis foundin open moor andmountainawayfromlinearfeatures
and streams
7.6 BU1TERFLY LARVAL FOOD PLANTS
Listsof butterflyspeciesandtheirhost plantswereobtainedfromthe databaseof
the BiologicalRecords Centre(BRC)at ITE Monkswood. For each landscapetype
andaggregateclasscombination,the meancountsof butterflyhost plantsper CS
plot were generatedfrom 1990data only.
Theresultswhichare shownin Table26 againemphasisethe importanceof the
infertilegrasslandsof aggregateClass4. In alllandscapesthe highestmeancounts
of host plantswere for thisclasswith a maximumvalueof 9.2 speciesper plot in
the marginaluplands. Thelowestnumbersof host plantswere for the crops/weeds
aggregateclassI in the arable,pasturaland uplandlandscapesand for lowland
woodedaggregateclassV inthe marginaluplands.
7.7 BIRD FOOD PLANTS
Plantspecieswere selectedfrom the reviewof the diet of lowlandfarmlandbirdsby
Wilsonet al. (1996). Thebird specieswere selectedfromthe list of 24 declining,5
stable and 11 increasingbird speciesin Campbelland Cooke (1997). A total 133
relevantfood plant specieswere recordedin the CS 1990database.Althoughsome
relationshipsarenot explicit,the table showsthat sufficientinformationis availableto
carryout ananalysisof changeas shownin Section7. Campbelland Cooke's (1997)
report implicatedthe indirecteffectof pesticidesin the declineof a numberof bird
species. Theireffectcanbe to reducefood resourcesin three ways:
Insecticidescan reducethe abundanceof invertebrates.
Herbicidesmayreducethe numberof host plantsthus reducingthe abundanceof
dependentinvertebrates.
Herbicidesmay reducethe abundanceof weeds and seeds directlyexploitedas
food.
ResultsfromCS datawerescreenedfor detectedchangesin those plantspecieslisted
as ". presentin diet and quantifiedor describedas an importantdietarycomponent"
for thosebirdslistedin Campbelland Cooke (1997).
Stock analysesare presentedfor food plants of 14 decliningbird species. Separate
informationis given for four of the most severely declining species the Tree Sparrow,
Cirl Bunting, Grey Partridge and Bullfinch.
Table 27 gives the percentage of total plant species records taken up by bird food
plants in the lowland aggregate classes and landscapes.
Crops and ruderal species such as Stellaria media, Poa annua and Polygonum spp
feature prominently in the list of food plants, and it is, therefore, not surprising that
the highest figures refer to the cops/weeds aggregate class I in both landscapes, the
pastural landscape having the highest percentage (50.2%).
Plant cover rather than simple presence is a better reflection of the abundance of a
food source in a particular place. For four bird species Table 28 summarises food
plant abundance in terms of mean cover in plots and gives the percentage of plots in
which total cover equalled or exceeded 10%.
The importanceof cultivatedland as a source of food plants for Grey Partridge, Tree
Sparrow and Cirl Bunting is well illustrated as both the highest mean cover and
highestproportion of highcover plots were all found in the crops/weeds class in both
landscapes with the second highest figures picking out eutrophic grasslands.
Table27 also shows that the highest mean cover values were associated with plots in
the pastural landscape.
The greatest abundance of food plants for the bullfinch is found in the lowland
wooded aggregate class V related to the presence in the diet of species such as
stingingnettle (Unica dioica), hawthorn (Crataegusmonogyna) and elder (Sambucus
nigra) in addition to ruderal plants.
7.8 CHANGE IN QUALITY CRITERIA
NCC unimproved grassland indicator species
A significant increase in the number of plots containing at least one calcareous
grasslandindicatorwas detected in the coastal landscape with 55 records in 1978 and
87 in 1990. A significant reduction in records for acidophilous grassland indicator
species was detected for the whole of GB (-4%) and separately in the upland
landscape (-2%). A significant reduction in records for mesotrophic indicators was
detected for the whole of GB (-8%) and for the pastural landscape (-11%) - see Table
29. Speciesthat are less strictly confined to unimproved mesotrophic grasslands are
given a value of 1 in the English Nature grassland indicator list and are described as
"..often found in other habitats and including some species able to 'hang on' in semi-
improvedswards...". These were removedand the analysisre-nin using only the more
strict mesotrophicindicators. As shown in Table 30, the decline becomes even more
marked revealing a 22% reduction in the number of records in the arable landscape
as wellas increasingthe percentagedeclinein GB to 9% and in the pastural landscape
to 15%.
Uncommon species in GB
No changein numberof recordswas detectedfor eitherspeciesraritygroup.
NVC diagnostic species
For this analysisthe variableof interestwas the mediannumber.of 'faithful'species
in eachMG5 core, ie. havingpre-selecteda group of plots poSsessinga minimum
floristic element of MG5 we go on to test whether, betweenyears, there are any
differences in medianrichnessof the remainingMG5 indicatorsin Table 13 and
thereforeanyincreaseor decreasein similarityto MG5.
Only 17 replicate plots had all 4 species recorded together in 1978 and a
nonparametricmatchedpairstest detecteda significantincreasein richnessof MG5
faithfulspeciesinthe 17replicateplots. The environmentaland ecologicalsituations
oftheseplotswere initiallyexaminedas part of a researchprogrammeon the causes
ofchangeinbiodiversityinthe countryside.Preliminaryresultshighlightedthe likely
importanceof commonconstraintsonfertilityrelatedto climateand soil,coincidental
but fortuitous low intensitymanagement,but also the vulnerabilityof the sampled
swardsto land-usechange.
Abundance of preferential spectes
Table31 showsthe changesthat occurredin numbersof preferentialspeciesfor each
aggregateclassdividedinto3 abundancegroups;abundant,intermediateor rare.
The most easily interpretablechanges accord with trends detected in functional
analysesof changeinCS databytheUnitof ComparativePlantEcology(UCPE) and
withanalysesof changein speciesrichnessby landscapeand aggregateclass.
A declineinthe mostcommoncrop/weedspecieswas detectedacross the whole data
setandin plots in the arablelandscape. Thisis in agreementwith UCPE results and
detected shifts in aggregateclassmembershipwhichindicatea large movementof
previouslytilledlandintograssland.
An increasein the commonestcharacteristictall grasslandspeciesoccurred in the
arableandpasturallandscapesandisalsoinagreementwith functionalanalyseswhich
indicateda shiftto large-seeded,competitivespeciescharacteristicof less disturbed,
shadedhabitats.
Reductioninmeancountofbothabundantandintermediateinfertilegrasslandspecies
occurredacross the wholedatasetand a reductionin abundantspecieswas detected
in the arable and pasturallandscapes. Thesetrends whenconsideredalongsidethe
declineinunimprovedgrasslandindicatorspeciesand qualitydistributionresultsfrom
1990 data suggest that it is the higher quality lowlandvegetation in GB that is
experiencingthe most markeddeclineinbotanicalcharacter.
Butterfly larvalfood plants
Butterfly host plants for whichsignificantchangesin frequencybetween 1978 and
1990 were detected are listedin Table32. Table33 lists the butterflyspeciesfor
whichhostplantseitherincreasedor decreased. Stratificationwas by aggregate class
andlandscapetype.
Nmeteenbutterflyhost plantsdecreasedin frequencybetween 1978and 1990whilst3 speciesincreased(Table34) Overall,35%of the butterflieslistedbyBRChad hostplants that declinedalthoughdifferencesin the range of each butterflyand its host
speciesplus the presenceof morethan one host plant for many.butterfliesuggests
that the consequencesof these changesare likelyto be far from-simple
Anumberofbutterflyspecieshaveexpandedinrangebetweenat least 1976and 1991particularlyin the south east. Trendsinnineof these were analysedbyPollardet at(1995) of which 5 have couch grass (Elymus repens) as a foodplantand 2 others
utilisestingingnettle (Unica dioica). Both plantspecieshaveincreasedin CS databetween1978and 1990intheBritishlowlandsalthoughfor Unica dioica the increase
was in meancover on streamsideplotsin the arablelandscapeonly. •
Theonlyhostplantforwhichanincreasein the uplandswas detectedwas Devil's-bit(Succisa pratensis). This is the food-plantfor the scarce and decliningMarshFritillary(Eurodryasaurinia) whichisunlikelyto benefitunlessincreasesresult in thegreater availabilityof the preferredlargerand leafierindividualsof the food-plant
whichare typicalof 'boggymeadows'(Heathet al., 1984).
Thelargestnumberof decliningspecieswas recordedfromthe infertilegrasslandsin
thepasturallandscapeincludingthe prostrateherbof unimprovedgrasslandsbird's-foottrefoil(Lotus corniculatus); the food-plantfor 7 butterflyspecies. It decreasedinfrequencyinthe pasturallandscapein the infertilegrasslandsaggregateclassalong
withothertypicalspeciesrichgrasslandplantssuchas Cynosurus cristatus, Trifolium
pratense and Plantago lanceolata.
Bird food plants
For eachbird specieslistedin Table35 the numberof significantchangesin food
plant abundancewere calculatedas follows. A plant specieswas classifiedas anincreaseror decreaserbased uponthe differencein numberof observedincreasesordecreasesin frequency(betweenplots)andcover(withinplots)foundfrom analysis
of CS data stratifiedby aggregateclass, landscapeand plot type. The number ofincreasinganddecreasingfood plantswasthen summedfor eachbird speciesin each
of threelandscapes(arable,pasturalandmarginaluplands)andfor GB overall.
Of all food plant changesdetected, 14 speciesdecreasedin at least one landscape,
aggregateclassor plottypecombination.8 speciesincreasedand 10speciesshowedboth an increaseand a decreasein differentstrata(Table36).
Net decreasersincludedarablecrops andweed speciesparticularlyimportantin thedietof severelydeclinedbirdssuchasTreeSparrow,CirlBunting,GreyPartridge andCornBunting(Table37).
Changingpatternsoffoodplantabundancehowever,failto separatethe three groups
of stable, increasing and decreasing species (confirmed by using DetrendedCorrespondenceAnalysis,terBraak,1987).For example,highcountsfor decreasingfoodplantsareassociatedwithincreasingbirdssuchas WoodPigeon,House Sparrow
and Stock Dove. Factors such as polyphagy,range restrictionand nestinghabitat
specialisationare also likelyto be implicatedin the cause of declinein different
species.
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TABLE CAPTIONS
Typesandnumbersof the vegetationplotssurveyedin the 768 lkm squaresin the
CountrysideSurvey1990
Names of the eight aggregateclassesderivedfrom cluster analysisof the 100
vegetationclasses,togetherwithestimatesof areaandstandarderrorsderivedfrom
therelativecoverageofvegetatedlandbythemainplotsinthe lkm squares
Numbersofplotsrecordedinthe CountrysideSurvey1990summarisedbythefour
landscapetypes,aggregateclassandplottype.
Areascoveredby the 100vegetationclasseslinkedto interpretedgroupingsand
thento theeightaggregateclasses.
Namesof the 37 speciesgroupsdeterminedby Ward'sminimalvarianceclustering
of the first five axes of the species scores from DECORANAof the whole
CountrysideSurvey1990dataset.
Averagespeciesnumberper plot of the 37 speciesgroups of Table 5 withinthe
four landscapetypes. A = arable; P = pastural; MU = marginaluplands; U =
uplands. Codesin bodyof tableare as follows;>=1=meancount>=1; + =mean
count>0.25; . = meancount<0.25.
Frequencyof the top 20 speciesrecordedin allplots recordedin the Countryside
Survey1990,togetherwiththespeciesto whichtheybelong,as showninTable5.
Distributionof speciesat the landscapelevel:
thenumberof 1kmsquareswithineachof the four landscapetypesthat contain
differentpercentagesof the total numberof speciesrecordedin that landscape,
accordingto the sixplottypesinthe CountrysideSurvey1900;
The numberof lkm squareswithinthe range of averagenumberof species
recordedin eachof the four landscapetypes,accordingto the sixplot typesin the
CountrysideSurvey1990;
Thenumberof individualandclasseswhichcomprisethe four landscapetypes,
with the associatedrange of the average number of species recorded in the
CountrysideSurvey1990.
Table1
Table2
Table3
Table4
Table5

Table6
Table7
Table8

Table9 Thenumberof distinctivespeciesrecordedfor individualplot types,determinedby
x2 valuesthat were positiveand significant< 0.001. Only combinationsthat
containedover 10% of plots within the aggregate class and landscapewere
considered.
Table10 The numberof speciesthat were onlyfound(uniquespecies)withinthe six plot
typesof the eightaggregateclassesof the CountrysideVegetationSystemandthe
four landscapetypes. Onlycombinationsthat containedover 10%of plotswithin
theaggregateclassandlandscapewereconsidered.
Table11 Comparisonof the six groupsof vegetationused in Bass et aL (1993) with the
eightaggregateclassesof theCountrysideVegetationSystem.
Numbersof replicateplots recordedin 1978and 1990withinthe combinationof
four landscapetypesandtheeightaggregateclassesof the CountrysideVegetation
System.Emboldenedfiguresindicatethatover 10%of theplotsbyaggregateclass
andlandscapefallwithinthatdefinition
Numbersof testsavailableand significancelevelfor the combinationsavailable,as
describedinTable12. + = significantgaininspecies; - = significantlossin species;
NS = not significant.
Changesin averagespeciesnumbersper plot for all plotsby the eightaggregate
classesof theCountrysideVegetationSystemandby thefour landscapetypes. AG
= arable, PA = pastural; MA = marginalupland; Up = upland; GB = allGreat
Britain. Emboldenedrows indicatecombinationscomprisingmore than 10% of
plots. *P < 5%; **P < 1%
Changeinaveragespeciesnumberperplotbymainplotswithinthe eightaggregate
classesoftheCountrysideVegetationSystem.Ag= arable;PA = pastoral;MA =
marginalupland;U = upland. Emboldenedrowsindicatecombinationscomprising
morethan 10%of allplots. *P < 5%; **P = < 1%.
Change in average species numberper plot by verge plots within the eight
aggregateclassesof the CountrysideVegetationSystem. Ag = arable, PA =
pastoral; MA = marginalupland; U = upland. Emboldenedrows indicate
combinationscomprisingmorethan 10%of allplots. *P < 5%; **P = < 1%.
Change in average species numberper plot by hedge plots within the eight
aggregateclassesof the CountrysideVegetationSystem Ag = arable; PA —
pastoral; MA = marginalupland; U = upland. Emboldenedrows indicate
combinationscomprisingmorethan 10%of allplots. * P < 5%; **P = < 1%.
Table12
Table13
Table14
Table15
Table16
Table17
Table18 Changein averagespeciesnumberper plot by streamsideplots withinthe eight
aggregateclassesof the CountrysideVegetationSystem. Ag = arable; PA =
pastoral; MA = marginalupland; U = upland. Emboldenedrows indicate
combinationscomprisingmorethan 10%of allplots *P < 5%; **P = < 1%.
Table19 Matrices of change between the plots in the eight aggregate classes of the
CountrysideVegetationSystemfor theyears1978and 1990bythe fourlandscape
typesandforthewholeofGreatBritain
Table20 Botanicalgroupsincludedinthemeasuresof qualitywithinSection7
Table21 Analysisof theNCC indicatorspeciesby plottype,usingCountrysideSurveydata
for 1990only. 7C2calculatedfor plottypesandindicatorspecies. * p < 0.05; ** p
< 0.01. Data in italicsindicatesplot types with the highestpreferencevalues.
Habitatplotswere omitted. X = mainplots; R+V = vergeplots; B = boundary
plots; H = hedgeplots; StW= streamsideplots.
Table22 Analysisof uncommonspeciesoccurringin 1-100hectadsor 101-200hectadsin
GreatBritain,by plot type,usingCountrysideSurveydata for 1990only. * p <
0.05; ** p < 0.01. Data in italicsindicatesplot typeswiththe highestpreference
values. Habitatplotswere omitted. X = mainplots; R+V = verge plots; B —
boundaryplots; H = hedgeplots; StW= streamsideplots.
Table23 Species faithfulto unimprovedneutral grasslanddefined as MG5 within the
National VegetationClassification(Rodwell, 1992). The four species most
diagnosticofMG5havebeenidentified.
Table24 Numberof plotsin the CountrysideSurvey1990databasethat containover 14 of
thefaithfulspeciesof MG5withintheNationalVegetationClassification(Rodwell,
1992).
Table25 Differencesin mediancountsof aggregateclassespreferentialspeciesbetweenthe
sixplot typesandfour landscapetypes. Specieswere classifiedby 33.3 and 66.7
percentilefrequencies.The figuresrepresentmean counts per plot by abundant
(A),intermediate(I) andrare(R). Italicsindicatehighestandlowestmeancounts.
B = boundaryplots; H = hedgeplots; R+V = verge plots; StW = streamside
plots; X = mainplots.
Table26 Averagenumbersofbutterflyhostplantspeciesper plot in the fourlandscapetypes
fromthe CountrysideSurvey1990database.Italicsindicatethe highestandlowest
figuresforthe eightaggregateclassesbylandscape.
Table27 Numberof recordsof food plantsfor 14 decliningbirds listedin Table35, as a
percentageofthetotalnumberof plantrecordsrecordedin the CountrysideSurvey
1990database Highestandlowestfiguresarehighlighted.
Table28 Numberofrecordsoffoodplantsfor fourlowlandbirdsthat havedeclinedoverthe
last20-30years(Campbell& Cooke,1997) Italicsindicatethe highestandlowest
meancoverforan aggregateclassineachof thefour landscapetypes,basedon the
CountrysideSurvey1990database. Thefirstfigureis the averagecoverfor each
plot. Thefigureinbracketsis thepercentageof plotsin whichtotalcoverwas> =
10%.
Table29 Changein numbersof plotsbetween1978and 1990that have at leastone of the
NCCindicators,the stockofwhichisgiveninTable21.
Table30 Changeinnumbersof plotsthat haveat leastoneEN indicatorbetween1978and
1990forunimprovedmesotrophicgrassland.Includesonlytaxa strictlyconfinedto
unimprovedmesotrophicgrasslands.
Table31 Changein numbersof records per plot for the eight aggregate classesof the
CountrysideVegetationSystempreferentialspecies,determinedby x2analysis,by
33.3 and 66.7 percentilesin the appropriateclasses. A = abundant; I =
intermediate;R = rare.
Table32 Numbersof butterflyhost plantsthat have changedfrequencybetween 1978and
1990. Columnlabels indicatethe eight aggregate classes of the Countryside
VegetationSystem. AG= arable; PA = pastural; MA = marginalupland; UP —
upland. The numberof dependentbutterflyspeciesfor each plant is given in
ColumnB.
Table33 Butterflyspecieswhosehost plantshave changedfrequencybetween 1978 and
1990. Columnlabels indicatethe eight aggregateclasses of the Countryside
VegetationSystem. AG= arable; PA = pastural; MA = marginalupland; UP —
upland.Figuresarethenumbersof hostplantspecies.
Table34 Summaryof significantchangesin frequencyof butterflyhost plant speciesin all
plotsof the CountrysideSurveybetween1978and 1990.
Table35 Listof birdspeciesthathavechangedstatusin farmlandand their associatedfood
plants,orderedbythetrendsin statusofbirdspeciesingreatBritain. a = amble;p
= pastural;ma= marginalupland.
Table36 Numberof birdfood plantsin farmlandthat have changedin abundancebetween
1978and 1990. a = arable;p = pastural;ma= marginalupland.
Table37 Birdfoodplantspeciesthathavechangedinfrequencybetween1978and 1990. a
= arable; p = pastural;ma= margmalupland; + = gainin speciesfrequency;- —
declinein speciesfrequency.
Plot type Max per square Total
Mainplots(200 m2) 5 2531
Habitatplots (4 m2) 5 2529
Hedge plots (10 m x 1m) 2 564
Boundaryplots (10 m x 1 m) 5 1807
Verge plots (10 m x 1m) - random 2 789
AdditionalVergeplots(10 m x 1 m) 3 1165
Strearnsideplots (10 m x 1m) - random 2 885
Additionalstreamsideplots (10 m x 1m) 3 1287
Total 11557
Aggregate vegetation class
Crops/weeds
11 Tall grassland/herb
III Fertile grassland
IV Infertile grassland
V Lowland wooded
VI Upland wooded
VII Moorland grass/mosaic
VIII Heath/bog
Vegetation
Class No. Name
Almost weed free wheat/other crops
2 Scattered weeds in various crops
3 Grassy weeds in cereal crops
4 Broadleaved weeds in mixed crops
5 Mixed weeds in cereal groups
6 Weedy leys/undersown cereal crops
7 Crop hedges/boundaries
9 Boundaries/open crop hedges
10 Tall grass boundaries
11 Streamside banks within crops
12 Lowland eutrophic roadsides
13 Lowland mesotrophic roadsides
14 Lowland roadsides/crop boundaries
15 Lowland river banks
16 Shady eutrophic streamsides
17 Lowland wetlands/water edges
18 Euh-ophic shaded ditches
19 Eutrophic riverside/wetland tall herb
20 Grassy roadside verges
21 Diverse lowland hedgerows
23 Eutrophic mixed grassland
24 thy base rich woodland
25 Shaded grassland/hedges
27 Rye grass roadsides
28 Eutrophic tall herb/grassland
29 Rye grass swards
30 Mixed eutrophic grassland
31 Rye grass/clover grassland
33 Marshy grassland
34 Mixed grassland scrub
35 Diverse base rich woodland/hedgerows
36 Shaded moist stream banks
38 Enriched mesotrophic grassland
40 Ryegrass/Yorkshire fog grassland
42 Woodland on heavy soils
43 Rye grass/bent grass swards
44 Calcareous grassland
45 Shaded grassy streamsides
46 Shaded nutrient rich streamsides
47 Diverse mesotrophic pasture
48 Marshy riversides
49 Acidic woodland fragments
50 Acidic woodlands
51 Wet rushy grasslands
52 Mesotrophic grasslands
53 Diverse mesotrophic/acid grasslands
54 Marshes/wet tall herb
55 Rushy mesotrophic/acid grasslands
56 Mesotrophic diverse moist grasslands
57 Enriched moorland flushes
58 Rushy diverse streamside/flushes
59 Upland semi shaded acidic streamsides
60 Streamsides/flushes within acidic grasslands 

Dominant landscape elements
Fields
Riverbanks, patches, boundaries, hedges
Fields, verges
Fields, riverbanks, patches, verges
Hedges, woodlands, riverbanks
Open mountain, streamsides
Open mountain, streamsides
Area (kin2) Standard Error ('on2)
	
7361 852
	
5731 790
	
9532 1062
	
3579 658
	
3507 604
	
6269 789
	
89 87
	
250 147
	
275 150
	
433 214
	
842 264
	
112 109
	
1059 282
	
104 74
	
276 135
	
55 48
	
160 111
	
81 77
	
200 139
	
154 107
	
801 240
	
1157 304
	
607 235
	
502 194
	
600 224
	
9739 895
	
14573 1000
	
8819 823
	
140 89
	
214 111
	
3105 592
	
182 121
	
556 194
	
14000 1005
	
2204 537
	
5462 588
	
804 368
	
95 93
	
420 182
	
344 143
	
92 69
	
672 247
	
1585 424
	
2046 410
	
1483 318
	
242 132
	
124 73
	
1143 275
	
2417 538
	
606 256
	
969 273
	
503 229
	
140 102
2- Ca4rA(
Vegetation
Plot ClassArea (km2) Standard Error (km2)
61 Herb rich upland grassland857 252
62 Acidic lowland woodland1315 376
63 Diverse upland streamsides/grasslands1129 273
64 Agrostis/Fescue/Bracken2693 464
65 Acidic herbrich grass/heath343 110
66 Streamsides/flushes in moorland vegetation103 93
67 Moorland grass1958 470
68 Acidic oak/birch woodland2093 514
69 Open acidic heathy birch woodland192 93
70 Shady acidic streamside745 261
71 Herbrich moorland grass/heath1255 388
72 Acid peaty streamsides/flushes137 95
73 Moorland grass on wet peat3832 531
74 Streamsides/flushes in wet moorland grass16 13
75 Upland coniferous plantations on moorland/uplandgrassland2444 577
76 Diverse streamsides/flushes in moorland vegetation794 227
77 Dense Sitka spruce1636 389
78 Complex montane/moorland grass519 151
79


359Mountain streamsides and slightlyenriched moorland grass1643
80 Moorland grass/heath on peaty gleys4183 643
81 Ileath/montane acidic grasslands1046 274
82 Wet moorland heath vegetation1199 327
83 Heather moorland on peats2358 475
84 Heather moorland512 332
85 Streamsides/flusheson peats8 6
86 Moorland/streamside on peaty gleys2443 478
87 Moorland/bog on peats2172 390
88 Montane moorland/heath4002 751
89 Montane heather moorland3047 739
90 Wet heathland775 238
91 Upland heather moor4507 576
92 Ombotrophic bog2087 369
93 Montane heath vegetation class1601 441
94 Sphagnum bogs2824 541
95 Species poor blanket bog1580 837
96 Wet bogs1012 280
97 Northern blanket bog vegetation class1685 507
98 Cotton grass bog393 157
99 Saturatedbog vegetation class6526 864
100 Inundatedbog/wetland peat487 208
Plot type
Aggregate
Landscape class B H R+V S+W X Y Total 

Arable 1 29 2 24 0 281 26 362
2 344 89 388 336 41 257 1455
3 91 3 249 53 146 105 647
4 89 10 93 135 94 200 621
5 179 165 8 51 44 118 565
6 15 1 6 43 29 38 132
7 10 0 7 13 12 28 70
8 3 0 2 5 15 22 47 

Total 760 270 777 636 662 794 3899 

Pastoral 1 11 1 10 1 124 13 160
2 265 68 296 173 15 106 923
3 113 2 206 72 250 83 726
4 148 25 170 161 193 294 991
5 118 150 22 88 35 89 502
6 34 7 18 112 44 76 291
7 14 0 8 29 29 48 128
8 3 0 0 12 29 41 85 

Total 706 253 730 648 719 750 3806 

Marginal 1 0 0 1 0 9 1 11
Upland 2 16 12 23 9 0 4 64
3 31 0 59 9 40 5 144
4 89 13 106 79 92 97 476
5 4 8 1 10 5 8 36
6 21 9 16 66 46 61 219
7 42 0 42 129 93 112 418
8 8 0 4 39 97 94 242 

Total 211 42 252 341 382 382 1610 

Upland 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 3
2 1 0 3 1 0 1 6
3 7 0 16 3 10 6 42
4 35 0 65 48 29 45 222
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
6 10 0 13 47 51 48 169
7 40 0 78 289 129 232 768
8 25 0 13 143 333 206 720 

Total 120 0 188 531 554 538 1931 

Grand Total 1797 565 1947 2156 2317 2464 11246
8231 IV INFERTILE GRASSLAND 28567
Variable Infertile grassland
570  
Wetland
Plot class
1 7361
2 5731
3 9532
4 3579
5 3507
6 6269
23 801
27 502
29 97
30 14
31


ao 14000
43 5462
44 804
37 NIL
38 556
47 344
51 2046
52 1483
53 242
55 1143
56 2417
32 NIL
33 140
34 214
41 NIL
48 92
54 124
9 250
10 275
26 NIL
11 433
15 104
17 55
18 160
19 81
22 NIL
25 607
28 600
12 842
13 112
14 1029
26131  
crops/weeds
weedy lays
39 

573
113819
19462


J Uniform Infertile grassland
804
Calcareous grass
I CROP/ WEEDS 32400
525
Tall grass/herb boundries
II TALL GRASS/HERB 4578
Tall grass/herb streamside
2013
Tall grass/herb roadside
2040
III FERTILE GRASSLAND 34434
2974
5537
Grass mosiadmoor sireamside
VII GRASS MOSIAC/ MOOR 19530
Herb rich grass mosiac
11019  
Moorland
7 as
8 NIL
21 154
24 1157
35 3105
42 5462
16 276
36 182
39 NIL
45 95
46 420
59 503
70 745
as 672
so 1585
62 1315
68 2093
69 192
64 2693
75 2444
T7 1636
57 606
58 969
60 140
63 1129
66 103
72 137
74 16
76 794
79 1643
61 857
65 343
71 1255
78 519
67 1958
73 3832
au 4183
81 1046
243  
Hedgerows
9724  
Woodlands
458  
Streamsides
1763  
Streamside
5857  
Woodland
2693
4080
Conifer plantations
V LOWLAND WOODED 10425
V1 UPLAND WOODED 14393
COVIA.
82 1199
83 2358
1
84 812 	 9351


90 775 Heathermoor
91 4507
85 8
81 2443 	 4623


87 2172 1 Streams/
88 4002
89 3047
1
8650 

93 1601 Mountainheath
92 2087
94 2824 	 8176


95 1580
1
Bog
97 1685
96 1012
98 393
]
8418 

99 6526 Satiated bog
100 487
VIII HEATHBOG 39218
Number S •ecies rou name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
Crop or crop edge plants on fertile soils
Crops, crop edge or grassland on eutrophic soils
Woods, tall grasslands or wood edge plants on brown earth soils
Tall grassland plants on calcareous brown earths
Wood edge, tall grassland or grassland plants on brown earths, often humus rich
Water edge plants on wet alluvial soils
Crops or crop edge plants on brown earth soils
Woodland edge or scrub plants on brown earth soils
Grassland, tall grassland plants on wood edges on variable soils
Maritime saline or fresh water edge plants on gleyed brown earths
Water edge plants on saturated gleyed alluvial soils
Grassland or tall grassland plants on brown earth soils
Grassland plants on brown earths, often skeletal and calcareous
Wood or wood edge plants on calcareous or neutral brown earths
Tall grassland plants on damp gleyed brown earths
River edge or aquatic plants on wet alluvial soils
Woodland or wood edge plants on brown earth soils
Grassland plants on semi-fertile, sometimes rocky, brown earths
Grassland plants on calcareous brown earths
Wood or wood edge plants on damp fertile brown earths
Water edge or aquatic plants on hydromorphic soils
Grassland wood edge or scrub plants on brown earths
Marsh, wood edge or woodland plants on wet gleyed brown earths
Marsh or water edge plants on soil water gleys
Woodland or woodland edge plants on acid brown earths
Plants of maritime habitats on variable soils
Wood, wood edge, scrub, grassland or heath plants on acid or neutral brown earths
Grassland marsh or water edge plants on moist brown earth or gleyed soils
Grassland or wood edge plants on acid or brown podzolic soils
Water edge or aquatic plants on wet humic soils
Flush, moorland or water edge plants on soil water gleys
Moorland plants on peaty gley soils
Moorland or grassland plants on gley or peaty podzolic soils
Moorland plants on wet peaty gley soils
Heath or moorland plants on podzols or brown podzolic soils
Bog, water edge or aquatic plant on peaty soils
Bog or heath plants on deep, raw peat soils
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Numberof records Speciesgroup
1 Holcus lancaus 5853 22
2 Dactylis glomerata 5114 12
3 Agrostis stolonifera 4872 22
4 Lolium perenne 4679 12
5 Unica dioica 4282 5
6 Ranunculus repens 4221 22
7 Agrostis capillaris 3922 27
8 Woburn repens 3867 22
9 Fesruca rubra 3562 22
10 Arrhenatherum elatius 3392 5
11 Taraxacum officinale 3230 18
12 Rubusfruticosus 3155 14
13 Cirsium arvense 3105 9
14 Elymus repens 3068 2
15 Cerastium fontanum 3011 22
16 Poo annua 2918 12
17 Galium aparine 2863 5
18 Anthoxanthum odoratum 2813 29
19 Potentilla ereaa 2710 33
20 Plantago lanceolata 2617 22
% of
species
BOUNDARY
20 30 40
HEDGE
10 20 30
ROADSIDES
20 30 40 50
STREAMSIDES
30 40 5060 70
MAIN
20 30 40 50 60
HABITAT
30 40 50 60
Arable - 6 3 27-





432 - - 171 -
Pastural - 10 - 46
-1 9 -






Marginal
upland
1 5 - -3
-I 4 1 -1 3 2 - --2 3 1 -41 1
Upland 25 -


II 5 - -- I 5 1 --1 3 3 -6 I
mean
species
richness
BOUNDARY
<1020 20
HEDGE
<10 10 20
ROADSIDES
<10 11-20 21-31
STREAMSIDES
<1011-2021-30 <10
MAIN
11-20 21-31
HABITAT
<10 11-20 21-31
Amble 27- 2 7,- -9


1 8


5 4


4 5
Pastural - 10- -1 0- 9 1


9 1 1 9


1 5
Marginal
upland




4 2 - 5 1 1 5-
Upland - 7 - - - - - 4 3 2 5 - 2 5 3 3 -
mean species
richness
60-70 71-90 91-110
Arable 4 4


Pastural


5 4
Marginal
upland
1 5


Upland 3 3 1
(7‘
Agregate ClassBOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X Y
1 Crops/weeds 5 I 10 8 77 19
2 Tall grass/herb 33 7 43 73 8 35
Arable3 Fertile grassland 22 2 65 57 21 34
Landscape




4 Infertile grassland 23 1 30 74 18 62
5 Lowland wooded 19 28 5 34 24 27





Aggregate ClassBOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X Y
1 Cropslweeds 13 0 7 0 121 19
2 Tall grass/herb 43 8 48 59 15 25
Postural3 Fertile grassland 27 0 21 51 44 39
Landscape




4 Infertile grassland 13 3 25 48 38 77
5 Lowland wooded 21 21 2 41 26 24
6 Upland wooded 12 1 5 82 20 28





Aggregate ClassBOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X


4 Infertile grassland 10 3 34 40 22 49
5 Lowland wooded 3 11 6 28 16 9
Marginal




Upland 6 Upland wooded 6 2 9 68 9 29
Landscape




7Moorland/grass mosaic 5


14 49 33 41
Heathlbog 2


2 6 47 34





Aggiegate Class BOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X


4 Infertile grassland 8


32 ao 13 28
Upland6 Upland wooded 2


5 38 31 31
Landscape




7Moorland/grass mosaic 3


8 46 27 36
Heathlbog 2


1 23 59 24
,
10


BOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X


I Cropslweeds





2 Tall grass/herb 4 5 32 26 6 1
Arable 3 Fertile grassland


7 4 1


Landscape





4 Infertile grassland 2


12 15 13


5 Lowland wooded 4 11 3 2 3 1






BOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X Y


I Cropslweeds



-


2 Tall grass/herb 1 4 30 11 2 1
Pastural 3 Fertile grassland


- 2 3 2


Landscape





4 Infertile grassland


6 24 33 29 2


5 Lowland wooded 2 13 13 23 14


6 Upland wooded 4 3 5 18 7


BOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X
4 Infertile grassland 3 5 8 14 22
Marginal 6 Upland wooded-
Upland
Landscape 7Moorland/grass mosaic 14 54 34
8 Heath/bog 1 2 8
BOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X 

4 Infertile grassland 1 9 27 11
Upland 6 Upland wooded 4 15 2 1
Landscape
7Moorland/grass mosaic 4 22 37 48 1
8 Heathlbog 1 2 8
BOUNDARY HEDGE ROADSIDES STREAMSIDES X


Arable 10 16 54 47 23 2


Postural 7 26 74 88 54 3
All





Landscapes Marginal upland 4 5 22 70 62 0


Upland 5


35 98 101 2


All 16 47 185 303 240 7

CS1990 Group


CVS Aggregate Class
1 Weeds/crops I Weeds/crops


II Tall grassland/herb
2 Improved grassland III Fertile grassland
3 Unimproved grassland IV Infertile grassland


V Lowland wooded


VI Upland wooded
4 Woodland


5 Grass mosaic VII Grass mosaic/moorland
6 Heath/bog VIII Heath/bog
1L
Plot type
Aggregate
Landscape chns H R S X Total 

AG 1 1 6 0 190 197
2 47 53 37 7 144
3 2 67 15 85 169
4 8 13 23 64 108
5 72 4 12 13 101
6 0 0 7 7 14
7 0 0 0 6 6
8 0 0 0 8 8 

AG Total 130 143 94 380 747
MA 1 0 0 0 5 5
2 7 I 2 0 10
3 2 17 1 18 38
4 10 25 16 59 110
5 2 0 1 1 4
6 3 3 12 13 31
7 0 5 19 45 69
8 0 0 6 34 40 

MA Total 24 51 57 175 307
PA 1 0 3 2 84 89
2 42 45 25 9 121
3 3 40 12 111 166
4 18 31 32 112 193
5 58 8 18 10 94
6 3 3 22 24 52
7 0 3 7 17 27
8 0 0 2 18 20 

PA Total 124 133 120 385 762
UP 1 ' 0 0 0 2 2
3 0 3 0 9 12
4 0 9 9 5 23
5 0 0 1 0 1
6 0 1 10 33 44
7 0 16 56 57 129
8 0 1 25 203 229
UP Total 0 30 101 309 440 

GB 1 1 9 2 281 293
2 96 99 64 16 275
3 7 127 28 223 385
4 36 78 80 240 434
5 132 12 32 24 200
6 6 7 51 77 141
7 0 24 82 125 231
8 0 1 33 263 297
GB Total 278 357 372 1249 2256
TOTAL + NS
All Plots 28 3 13 12
Main plots 20 3 8 9
Hedge plots 10 0 4 6
Verge plots 14 4 0 10
Streamside plots 22 1 7 11
PA
mA
UP
GB
Aggr
CL
Plot
Count
Mean
Species
1978
Mean
Species
1990
Change in
Mean
Change in T Value
1 173 6.49 4.15 -2.34 -36.06 4•97**
2 118 12.07 12.67 0.60 4.99 1.08
3 139 13.18 10.86 -2.32 -17.36 4.78**
4 91 20.14 16.73 -3.42 -16.97 4.23**
5 77 10.79 12.86 2.06 19.13 2.44*
6 12 25.08 20.58 -4.50 -17.94 -0.83
7 5 29.60 2120 -6.40 -21.62 -1.88
8 8 11.25 15.50 4.25 37.78 -3.57**
1 75 7.56 7.37 -0.19 -2.47 -0.26
2 100 14.39 15.04 0.65 4.52 0.83
3 152 11.91 12.34 0.43 3.59 0.71
4 169 21.14 1718 -3.95 -18.70 -5.58**
5 71 14.34 12.45 -1.89 -13.16 4.29*
6 47 16.32 12.43 -3.89 -23.86 -3.42"
7 27 24.26 19.96 -4.30 -17.71 4.67*
8 18 16.50 13.06 -3.44 -20 88 -2 44*
1 4 7.50 14.25 6.75 90.00 2.45
2 9 17.89 15.56 -2.33 -13.04 -1.84
3 32 13.13 15.34 2.22 16.90 1.47
4 96 22.11 21.11 -1.00 -4.52 -1.07
5 3 14.33 17.33 100 20.93 1.41
6 25 20.80 13.84 -6.96 -33.46 4.58**
7 65 17.77 20.37 2.60 14.63 2.26*
8 35 12.06 14.29 2.23 18.48 1.99
/ 2 5.00 7.00 2.00 40.00 2.00
3 10 9.60 11.80 2.20 22.92 1.66
4 19 22.32 21.00 -1.32 -5.90 -0.63
6 41 23.44 20.41 -3.02 -12.90 -1.54
7 113 23.74 21.03 -2.72 -11.44 4.53*
8 209 18.90 19.98 1.08 5.69 1.92
1 254 6.81 5.28 -1.53 -22.43 4.86**
2 227 13.32 13.83 0.51 3.8 1.12
3 333 12.49 11.99 -0.50 -3.97 -1.20
4 375 21.21 18.27 -2.93 -13.83 -6.38"
5 151 12.53 12.75 0.23 1.80 0.37
6 125 20.39 16.11 -4.28 -20.99 4.27**
7 210 22.10 20.74 -1.36 -6.16 -1.85
8 270 17.63 18.65 1.02 5.78 2.14*
Land
scape
Type
AG
X-PLOTS
Land Agg Plot Mean Mean Change in Change in T Value
scape Cl Count Species Species Mean
Type 1978 1990
AG 1 167 6.47 3.84 -2.63 -2.63 -5.60**
2 4 16.50 12.75 -3.75 -3.75 -2.02
3 63 10.30 7.51 -2.79 -2.79 4.46**
4 52 20.67 17.21 -3.46 -3.46 4.88**
5 12 12.92 20.83 7.92 7.92 2.38*
6 6 17.67 18.67 1.00 1.00 0.13
7 5 29.60 23.20 -6.40 -6.40 -1.88
	
8 11.25 15.50 4.25 4.25 3.28*
PA 1 72 7.56 7.19 -0.36 -4.78 -0.50
2 9 9.67 15.22 5.56 57.47 1.41
3 103 10.88 10.90 0.02 0.18 0.03
4 105 21.84 16.84 -5.00 -22.90 -5.30**
5 10 14.10 12.10 -2.00 -14.18 -1.14
6 24 14.79 10.54 -4.25 -28.73 4.40**
7 17 25.71 22.35 -3.35 -13.04 -1.70
8 16 15.63 12.25 -3.38- -21.60 -2.16*
1%1A 1 4 7.50 14.25 6.75 90.00 2.45
3 16 122.31 13.06 0.75 6.09 0.30
4 54 22.22 21.61 -0.61 -2.75 -0.49
6 13 21.23 11.77 -9.46 -44.57 2.96
7 43 17.60 20.35 2.74 15.59 1.87
8 31 12.16 14.55 2.39 19.63 1.89
up 1 2 5..00 7.00 2.00 40.00 2.00
3 8 9.00 10.75 1.75 19.44 1.15
4 4 22.50 25.75 125 14.44 1.25
6 31 23.00 20.39 -2.61 -11.36 -1.17
7 49 23.94 22.43 -1.51 -1.51 -0.79
8 186 18.67 19.48 0.81 0.81 1.42
GB 1 245 6.80 5.02 -1.77 -26.07 4•45**
2 13 11.77 14 46 2.69 22 88 0.91
3 190 10.73 9.95 -0.78 -7.26 -1.47
4 215 21.67 18.29 -3.37 -15.56 -5.25**
5 22 13.45 16.86 3.41 25.34 1.55
6 74 19.59 15.54 -4.05 -20.69 4.14**
7 114 22.06 21.67 -0.39 -1.79 -0.37
8 241 17.39 18.24 0.85 4.89 1.74
r6
R-PLOTS
Land Agg Plot Mean Mews Change in Change in T Value
scape CL Count Species Species Mean %
Type 1978 1990
1 6 7.00 12.67 5.67 80.95 2.67**
2 43 13.21 14.60 1.40 10.56 1.66
3 60 15.30 13.85 -1.45 -9.48 -1.41
4 12 19.33 16.92 -2.42 -12.50 -1.00
5 3 11.67 20.00 8.33 71.43 1.00
/ / 10.00 18.00 8.00 80.00 1.00
2 40 13.90 17.05 3.15 22.66 2.75**
3 36 13.61 15.50 1.89 13.88 1.79
4 24 20.88 19.63 -1.25 -5.59 -0.81
5 4 17.50 17.25 -0.25 -1.43 -0.09
6 3 21.67 17.67 -4.00 -18.46 -2.32
7 3 22.00 15.33 -6.67 -30.30 -1.71
2 1 7.00 11.00 4.00 57.14 1.00
3 14 14.64 17.43 2.79 19.02 1.79*
4 20 18.35 18.80 0.45 2.45 0.32
6 1 29.00 16.00 -13.00 -44.83 -1.00
7 4 18.00 18.25 0.25 1.39 0.06
3 2 12.00 16.00 4.00 33.33 1.22
4 9 18.44 19.44 1.00 5.42 0.44
6 1 10.00 15.00 5.00 50.00 1.00
7 16 21.56 21.38 -0.19 -0.87 -0.08
8 1 21.00 24.00 3.00 14.29 0.00
1 7 7.43 13.43 6.00 80.77 3.23*
2 84 13.46 15.73 2.26 16.80 3.24"
3 112 14.62 14.87 0.25 1.71 0.36
4 65 19.48 18.85 -0.63 -3.24 -0.71
5 7 15.00 18.43 3.43 22.86 0.88
6 5 20.80 16.80 -4.00 -9.23 -1.35
7 23 21.00 20.04 -0.96 -4.55 -0.52
8 1 21.00 24.00 3.00 14.29 0.00
AG
PA
MA
UP
GB
)7
H-PLOTS
Land Aggr. Plot Mean Mean Change in Change in T Value
	
scrape CL Count Species Species Mean %
Type 1978 1990
AG 2 38 11.58 9.95 -1.63 -14.09 -1.64
3 2 14.00 5.50
-8.50 -60.71 -1.78
4 6 14.50 8.50
-6.00 -41.38 -2.81*
5 52 9.85 10.67 0.83 8.40 1.14
PA 2 31 14.16 12.23 -1.94 -13.67 -1.85
3 3 12.67 11.00 -1.67 -13.16 -0.78
4 11 16.82 14.64 -2.18
-1297 -1.23
5 43 13.44 11.95 -1.49 -11.07 -1.37
6 1 31.00 11.00 -20.00 -64.52 0.00
mA 2 7 19.29 16.29 -3.00 -15.56 -2.29
3 1 9.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 a00
4 7 18.00 19.14 1.14 6.35 0.35
5 2 12250 16.50 4.00 32.00 1.22
6 1 28.00 25.00 -3.00
-10.71 -1.00
GB 2 76 13.34 11.46 -1.88 -14.10 -2.85**
3 6 12.50 8.83 -167 -29.33 -1.82
4 24 16.58 14.42 -2.17 -13.07 -1.54
5 97 11.49 11.36 -0.13 -1.17 -0.21
6 2 29.50 18.00 -11.50 -38.98 -1.35
NS)
S-PLOTS
Land Aggr
scape a
Type
AG 2
3
4
5
6
PA 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
MA I
3
4
5
6
7
8
up 4
6
7
8
GB 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Plot
Count
Mean
Species
1978
Mean
Species
1990
Change in
Mean
Change in T Value
33 10.61 13.27 2.67 25.14 2.53*
14 16.93 13.86 -107 -18.14 -1.45
21 20.90 17.76 -3.14 -15.03 4.62*
10 12.90 12.50 -0.40 -3.10 -0.23
6 32.50 22.50 -10.00 -30.77 -1.27
2 6.50 8.50 2.00 30.77 0.45
20 17.85 15.30 -2.55 -14.29 -1.59
10 16.10 16.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
29 20.45 17.38 -3.07 -15.01 -1.74
14 16.36 12.86 -3.50 -21.40 -1.64
19 16.63 14.05 -2.58 -15.51 -1.07
7 21.71 16.14 -5.57 -25.66 -1.41
2 23.50 19.50 -4.00 -17.02 -1.00
1 19.00 15.00 -4.00 -21.05 -1.00
1 9.00 29.00 20.00 222.22 1.00
15 28.67 2133 -5.33 -18.60 -1.75
1 18.00 19.00 1.00 5.56 1.00
10 18.70 15.20 -3.50 -18.72 -1.55
18 18.11 20.89 2.78 15.34 1.35
4 11.25 12.25 1.00 8.89 1.21
6 28.00 20.17 -7.83 -27.98 -1.62
9 26.44 21.11 -5.33 -20.17 -1.13
48 24.27 19.48 -4.79 -19.74 4.46**
22 20.77 24.00 3.23 15.54 1.42
2 6.50 8.50 2.00 30.77 0.45
54 13.44 14.06 0.61 4.55 0.65
25 16.28 15.36 -0.92 -5.56 -0.45
71 22.96 18.99 -3.97 -17.30 4.66**
25 15.04 12.96 -2.08 -13.83 -1.49
44 21.27 16.91 -4.36 -20.51 4.42*
73 22.51 19.51 -3.00 -13.33 4.59*
28 19.61 22.00 2.39 12.20 1.30
Amble landscape; matrix of change between tamale clams Change 71 to 90


78 90 784o 90
1 149 148


2 139 178 44
3 148 109 -39
4 102 98 -4
5 92 98 6
6 14 13


7 6 3


8 8 6


90
12345678
1
2
3
784
5
6
7
8
	
11516162
	
4811136221
	
263660233
	
3131859 8 1
251633
1526
2211
12 s
199
134
198
102
92
14
6
65314817810998981336
Gross movement of fertile grassland
to tall grassland
Movement of infertile grassland to
fertile and tall grassland.
Pastaral landscape: matrix or change between segregate classes Om_1/_8 to 90


78 90 78 to90
1 74 70 -4
2 115 136 21
3 160 160 0
4 183 161 -22
5 88 90 2
6 49 58 9
7 27 22


8 20 19


Infertile grassland to tall grassland
Smaller trend from moorland/grass
mosaic to upland wooded
90
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 45 3 23 3 74
2 1 62 12 11 27 2 115
3 16 19 87 36 2 160
78 4 7 24 37 97 5 8 5 183
5 1 25 2 50 10 88
6 3, 1 7 6 30 1 1 49
	
4 6 14 3 27
	
1 2 2 15 20
70 136 160 161 90 58 22 19 716
Marginal Upland landscape: MOAK of changebetweenaggregate dame flange 78 to 90



90






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


7890 78 to 90


1 1


3 1



5 1 54 -1


2


4 2 3 1



10 2 1014 4


3 3 2 18 14


1 1


39 3 3937


71 4


7 14 71 3 9 6


110 4 110100 -10


5



2 2


4 5 912 s


6


1


6 21


1 29 6 2939 10


7



9


5 47 8 69 7 6964


8



2


-1 10 27 40 8 4036 -4


4 19 37 100 12 39 64 36 306








Increase in lowland and upland wooded.






Losses from infertile grassland.


Upland landscape: matrix of change betweenaggregateclasses


Change 78 to 90




90






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


7890 78 to 90


1


2




2 1 22 0


2





0 2 00 0


3 2


5 4



1 12 3 12 a -4
•8 4


1 14


3 5


23 4 2331 8






0 5 00 0


6



1


19 18 4 42 6 4242 0


7



11


12 78 24 125 7 125137 12


8



1


8 36 174 219 8 219203 -16


2 0 8 31 0 42 137 203 423








Loss of heath/bog
to moorland/grass mosaic_


Whole of GB: matrix of changebetween aggregateclasses


Change 78 to 90




90






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


7890 78 to 90


1 161 19 44 6



230 1 230 224 -6


2 5 154 27 20 50 3


259 2 259528 69


3 47 57 170 77 5 1


1 358 3 358314 -44
78 4 10 44 70 241 16 21 16


418 4 418390 -28


5 1 50


3 115 15


184 5 184200 16


6


4 2 13 14 76 19 6 134 6 134 152 18


7



26


25 140 36 227 7 227225


8


1 4


11 50 221 287 8 287264 -23


224 328 314 390 200 152 225 264 2097



Increase in tall grassland and losses
from fer6le and infertile grassland
Losses from heath/bog to upland
wooded and moorland/grass mosaic.
Losses from tall grassland and
infertile grassland to lowland wooded
STOCK CANOE
Indicatorspeciesfor unimproved YES YES
grasslands
Notable/rarespeciesin a) 1-100hectadsb) YES YES
101-200hectads.
AllspeciesTaithful'to unimproved,neutral YES NO
grassland(=MG5definedby NVC)
Speciesdefiningminimumrepresentation YES tES
of MG5
Butterflylarvalfoodplants YES YES
CVSaggregateclasspreferentialsgrouped YES YES
by abundance
Food plantsfor lowlandfarmlandbirds YES YES
CALCAREOUS GRASSLAND INDICATORS
Arable X R+V B 13 S+W Sig Y
Total count 128 95 91 11 43 * 79
% of plots with at least 1 present 5.6 8.2 6.4 2.9 5.8


4.6
Pastural





Total count 117 68 41 1 51 ** 214
% of plots with at least 1 present 9.9 8.1 4.8 0.4 6.6


14.6
Coastal





Total count 155 41 36 0 83 ** 136
% of plots with at least 1 present 32.7 16.5 14.7 0 31.2


26.4
ACID GRASSLAND INDICATORS




Arable X R+V B II S+W Sig Y
Total count 640 405 451 53 747 ** 874
% of plots with at least 1 present 24.6 28.5 28.7 16.2 40.4


38.9
Pastural





Total count 1268 657 710 154 1429 Sit 1629
% of plots with at least 1 present 43.8 47.1 46.8 40.3 61.7


62.3
Marginal Uplands





Total count 2267 694 612 70 2189 ** 1907
% of plots with at least 1 present 86,8 75.2 83.9 73.8 93.9


93.5
Uplands





Total count 5731 937 650


5358 ** 3684
% of plots with at least 1 present 94.2 88.3 93.3


98.9


97.1
Coastal





Total count 1673 431 332 12 1398 set 1095
% of plots with at least 1 present 66.7 57.5 56 22.6 80.5


72.2
co44
MESOTROPHIC GRASSLAND INDICATORS
Arable X R+V B 11 S+W Sig Y
Total count 500 485 415 69 772 *5 971
% of plots with at least 1 present 22.3 33.5 27.8 20.6 47.5


44.7
Pastural





Total count 909 660 538 106 1319 ** 1565
% of plots with at least 1present 34.2 44.5 36.9 26.5 65. 7


63.7
Marginal Uplands





Total count 981 400 272 45 1329 ** 1055
% of plots with at least 1 present 70.4 622 53.6 50 8&1


79.5
Uplands





Total count 2265 505 314 0 2811 *1 1780
% of plots with at least I present 84.3 79.8 78.3 0 94.4


81.9
Coastal





Total count 1010 281 248 9 1007 * 1 838
% of plots with at least 1 present 60.9 50.9 47.8 22.6 81.8


71.9
2 '2-
LANDSCAPE AFFINITY
1 to 100hectads Arable Pastural MarginalUplands
Uplands
Sig
Total count 22


18 6


20


% of plotswith at least 1present 0.5


0.5 0.4



101 to 200 hectads





Totalcount 38


79 18


39 **
% a plotswith at least 1present 0.9


1.9 1.1


2


PLOT TYPE AFFINITY





1 to 100hectads; all GB X 11+V B H S+W Sig Y
Total count 18 4 4 2 15 * 23
% ofplots withat least I present 0. 7 0.2 0.2 0.4 0. 7


0.9
101to 200 hectads; all GB





Total count 43 18 15 3 32 ns 63
% of plotswith at least 1present 1.5 0.9 0.8 0.5 1.4


2.4
Species Constancy
Achillea millefolium 3
Lolium perenne 3
Prunella vulgaris 3
Ranunculus acris 3
Ranunculus bulbosus 3
Rumex acetosa • 3
Trisetum flavescens 3
Luzula campestris 3
Hypochaeris radicata 3
Leontodon autumnalis 3
Agrostis capillaris 4
Antharanthum odoratum 4
Dactylis glomerata 4
Holcus lanatus 4
Tnfolium pratense 4
Tnfolium repens 4
Centaurea nigra 4
Cynosurus cristatus 5
Festuca rubra agg. 5
Lotus corniculatus 5
Plantago lanceolata 5
i g


Arable Pastural Marginal upland
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Aggregate class




Landscape type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Arable 2.4 6.0 6.7 8.1 4.5 4.8 7.2 4.6
Marginal Upland 4.1 7.4 7.2 9.2 3.9 5.4 7.5 4.8
Pastural 3.1 7.1 7.1 8.8 5.1 5.3 8.1 4.7
Upland 3.3 6.0 6.7 8.5


5.1 7.8 5.3
2-7
Aggregate class
Landscape
type
1 2 3 4 5
Arable 45.0 32.2 37.9 31.6 29.5
Pastural 50.2 34.9 41.0 32.2 28.4
26?



Aggregate class


Bird species Landscape
tYPe
1 2 3 4 5
Tree Arable 13.4 (19.6) 1.9 (1.4) 4.1 (4.2) L4 (0.8) 2.7 (1.1)
Sparrow





Pastural 23.2 (34.4) 2.4 (2.0) 2.7 (2.8) 1.6 (1.0) L5 (0.4)
Cirl Bunting Arable 10.3 (14.1) 4.6 (10.9) 6.8 (15.5) 5.2 (10.3) 5.2 (5.1)


Pastural 17.7 (25.6) 5.6 (10.7) 5.8 (14.9) 5.1 (8.1) 4.3 (4.2)
Grey Arable 15.3 (23.8) 5.0 (13.1) 10.4 (30.1) 7.9 (25.3) 4.6 (5.3)
Partridge





Postural 26.1 (41.9) 6.2 (15.2) 11.9 (37.7) 8.3 (25.3) 3.7 (4.6)
Bullfinch Arable 4.7 (7.7) 15.4 (35.5) 4.8 (8.8) 5.5 (10.8) 38.3 (74.7)


Padua] 6.5 (14.4) 18.9 (48.1) 4.9 (10.1) 7.4 (13.3) 32.8 (68.3)
Calcicoles
GB
Arable
natural
Coastal
Mesotrophic species
GB
Arable
Pastural
Marginal upland
Upland
Coastal
Acidophiles
GB
Arable
Pastoral
Marginal upland
Upland
Coastal
S' Total 78 Total 90 % chan e Chi-si uare
ns 255 276 - 1.4
its 54 40 - 3.44
ns 56 61 - 0.05
** 55 87 58.2 14.56
** 1156 1068 -7.6 16.38
ns 226 195 - 1.39
** 333 296 -11.1 7.01
ns 219 214


0.25
ns 378 363


3.44
ns 166 171


0.36
** 1243 1189 -4.3 6.92
ns 201 180 - 2.72
ns 370 352


1.45
ns 264 258 - 0.57
* 408 399 -2.2 4.27
ns 173 178 - 0.28
Sig Total 78 Total 90 % change Clti-sqr
GB ** 685 624 -8.9 9.5
Arable * 86 67 -22.1 3.9
Pastural * 153 130 -15 4.14
Marginal ns 128 122


0.36
Upland




landeape Aggregate class - Abundance Change SIG
AG I Crops/wads A •••
AG 11 Tall gosalandlicrb A 4•••
AG M Fat grasslands A •••
AG IV Infertile gaslands A ••
AG V Lowland tort! A ns 

AG I Crops/vats I its
AG II Tall grassland/hab I ns
AG III Fete grate I ••
AG IV Infertile grasslands I rts
AG V Lowland wooded I ns 

AG I Crops/wads R ns
AG 0 Tat! grassland/hob R ns
AG III Fettle grasslands R ns
AG IV Intent grasslands R ns
AG V Lowland wooded R
PA I crops/wads A m
PA II Tall grassland/herb A ••
PA III Fent grasslands A 113
PA IV Infertile grasslands A •••
PA V Lowland wooded A 113

PA I Crops/tcds I In
PA 11 Tall grassland/herb I •
PA I/1 Pert gradmds I m
PA IV Intert grasslands I Its
PA V LowAandwooded I ••
PA I Cram/weeds R ns
PA 11 Tall gaol/ad/bah R In
PA III Fettle &aslant R 113
PA IV Infertile grail:Ws R fIll
PA V Lowland wooded R in
MA III Fent grasslands A m
MA IV Infertile grasslands A 1:13
MA VI Upland wooded A 11.5
MA VD Mondand/grass mosaic A m
MA VIII Heallilbog A ro
MA III Fable grasslands I ns
MA IV Infolile watts 1 m
•MA VI Upland wooded I ns
MA VO Montt/grass mosaic I TS
MA VIII Hea/h/bog 1 •
MA IV Infertile grasslands R ns
MA VI Upland wombed R ns
MA VII Mondani/toss mosaic R ni
MA VIII Fleatbibog R MI
qqNqg41““
g
Tall grassland/herb
Upland wooded
Moorland/grass mosaic
Ileatlilbog
Tat grasslandtheth
Upland wooded
Moorland/gess mosaic
HeathMog  
Upland wooded
Moorland/grass mosaic
Heathog
A en
A In
Ans
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••
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It ••
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It ns
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HOST PLANTS INCREASING
Plantspecies


2 3 5 5 8


PA PA AG PA UP
Agrostis capillaris




Elyrnus repens 9 it V



Succisa pratensis 1



Vt
HOST PLANTS DECREASING
Plantspecies


1 3 3 4 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 8


AG AG PA AG MA PA PA PA UP MA UP UP
Agrostis capillaris 1







Anthoxanthum odoratum







Vt


Arrhenathrum elatius





Vt




Calluna vulgaris







Vt
Cynosurus cristatus 1




Vt




Dactylis glomerata 7


.1"






Digitalis purpurea 1





Vt



Elymus repens 9 Vt







Festuca ovina 4






Vt


Holcus lanatus 5


Vt



Vt




Latium perenne 1







Lotus corniculatus 7




Vt




Nardus stricta 2






Vt


Plantago lanceolata 2






Vt


Plantago major 1




Vt




Poa annua 8







Rumex acetosa 1




Vt




Trifoliurn pratense 4




Vt




Tnfolium repens 4


V Vt


Vt
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HOST PLANTS INCREASING
Butterfly species 2
PA
3
PA
5
AG
5
PA
8
UP





Ringlet 1 1 1 1





Marsh Fritillary



1





Grayling 1 1 1 1





Wall 1 1 1 1





Meadow Brown 1 1 1 1





Iviarbled White 1 1 1 1





Large Skipper 1 1 1 1





Speckled Wood 1 1 1 1





Hedge Brown 1 1 1 1 1





Essex Skipper 1 1 1 1





HOST PLANTS DECREASING






Butterfly species 1 3 3 4 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 8


AG AG PA AG MA PA PA PA UP MA UP UP
Ringlet 2 2 1






Green Hairstreak




1




Small Heath 1 1 1


1



1 1


Clouded Yellow


1 1


3




Pale Clouded Yellow


1 1


3




Mountain ringlet






1


Dingy Skipper




1




Silver-spotted Skipper






1


Grayling 2 1 1





1


Wall 2 3 1


1


1


1


Wood White


1 1


3




Small Copper




1




Meadow Brown 2 1 1






Marbled White 2 3 1


1


1


1


Glanville Fritillary


1


1 1 2



1


Heath Fritillary



1 1 1


1


1


Large Skipper 1 2



1


1



Speckled Wood 2 2 1






Silver-studded Blue




1




1
Common Blue


1 1


3




Hedge Brown 2 3 2 1


1


1


1


Essex Skipper 1 2



1 1


1



Small Skipper


1



1


1
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Increasing Decreasing
Butterfly host plants
Number of butterfly species for which host
plants changed in abundance
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Festuca ovina




be 1
Capsella bursa-pastoris


Vt




Cirsium palustre


Vt




Cirsiuni vulgare





Rumex acetosella


Vt




Centaurea nigra
Taraxacum agg.


be



Vt
be


Holcus mollis





Poa annua


Vt



1 Vt I
Agrostis capillaris
Arrhenatherum elatius
Cerastium fontanum


be
be
be
Vt


Vt
Vt
Vt
1
1
1
Polygonum aviculare


Vt




Stellaria media


Vt



1 1


Tnfolium pratense


Vt



I I


Polygonum persicaria


Vt



Vt


Poa pratensis
Rumex obtusifolius be
Vt Vt


be I


Tnfolium repens Vt



Vt 1 I


Holcus lanatus



Vt I Vt


Lolium perenne Vt


.


Vt


Prunus spinosa Vt



Vt


Rumex acetosa



Vt



Sambucus nigra


Vt




Sonchus oleraceus





Hedera helix Vt


I Vt



Potentilla reptans Vt


Vt I



Rubus fruticosus Vt


1 Vt



Agrostis stolonifera Vt


Vt 1 Vt



Festuca rubra
Festuca vivipara
Cirsium arvense
Vt
VI


be
Vt
be



Urtica dioica



Vt



Potentilla erecta



Vt



Crataegus monogvna



Vt



FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure1 Distributionof the 100vegetationclasses,groupedby aggregateclasses,on the
firsttwo axesof the DECORANAordination.Axis1 is correlatedwitha gradient
fromfertileto infertilesoils,and axis 2 with a light gradientand indirectlywith
disturbance(cf. Figure4).
Figure2 Proportionof the sixplot typeswithineachof the eightaggregateclasses. X =
mainplots, B = boundaryplots, Y = habitatplots, S = streamsideplots; R =
vergeplots, H = hedgeplots.
Figure3 Relationshipbetweenthe averageDECORANAscoresfor the firstthree axes of
the 100vegetationclasses,weightedby cover,andtheEllenbergvaluesfor fertility,
lightandwetness.
Figure4 Averageof theEllenbergvalueforfertilityby aggregateclassandplot type. Table
3 providesthe samplenumbers.X = mainplots; B = boundaryplots; Y = habitat
plots; S = streamsideplots; R = vergeplots; H = hedgeplots.
Figure5 Functionalstrategycomposition(Grimeet al, 1988)of the eightaggregateclasses.
Figuresarefor thepercentageof speciesthat werepresentinboth 1978and 1990,
regardlessof shiftsbetweenclasses.
Figure6 Diagrammatic representation of the relationships between classifications
representedon two theoreticalaxesof variations. The numbers1-7 refer to one
classification,andA andB to therangeof two classesof anotherclassification.
Figure7 The total number of plots in the 100 vegetation classes of the Countryside
VegetationSystembythefourlandscapetypes.
Figure8(a) An exampleof a summarydescriptionof one of the 100vegetationclassesof the
CountrysideVegetationSystem.
Figure8(b) Keyto the summarydescriptionsof the 100vegetationclassesof the Countryside
VegetationSystem,givingdetailsof sourcesandcategoriesinvolved.
Figure9 Smootheddistributionof the frequencyof five common species in the 100
vegetationclassesof the CountrysideVegetationSystem. Loli per = Thlium
perenne; Arrhela= Arrhenatherum elatitts; Agrocap= Agrostis capillaris; Call
vul= vulgaris; Eriovag= Enophorum vaginaturn.
Figure10 Averagenumberof vegetationclasseswithinthe lkm squaresinthe four landscape
types. A= arablelandscape;P = pasturallandscape;MU = marginalupland; U =
upland; X = mainplots; B = boundaryplots; Y = habitatplots; S = streamside
plots; R = vergeplots; H = hedgeplots.
bylandscapetypeandconstituentplottype;
byplottypeandconstituentlandscapetype.
Figure11 Averagespeciesnumbersin the 37 speciesgroups of Table 5 withinthe eight
aggregateclassesof the CountrysideVegetationSystem.
Figure 12 Percentageof plots coveringdifferentnumbersof unimprovedneutralgrassland,
definedas MG5withintheNationalVegetationClassification(Rodwell,1992),by
the sixplottypesandfourlandscapetypes.
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Mean Ellenberg fertility (cover weighted)
Reeelibrated Blenberg L v. Decorana axis 2
Labels are plot classes: r 2 = 0.37.
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Vegetation class 32 Aggregate Class M : Fertile Grassland
Gravel reedbeds
Total number of plots: 85 Area: No estimate S.e.: No estimate
Distribution in G B Landscape Association Plottypes
NB 2%
Fl 0%
1:I• 2%
12IS 55%
X 0%
Crif 40 %
AG 40 %
o PA 56 %
MA 4 %
UP 0 %
Description:
This class occurs by streamsides or in small wet patches. It is quite a common class and has canary grass as
the main cover species with soft rush and nettles being often frequent cover species. It is not a diverse class
and has characteristic species such as brooklime, marsh bedstraw and hemlock water dropwort. This class is
virtually restricted to lowland Britain but can occasionally occur in marginal upland river valleys.
Species number: 201 (high) Nr. of speciesgroups: 8 (med.) Most frequentspeciesgroup: 22
Mostfrequentspp. Spp.withhighestcover % Characteristicspecies
Urtica dioica 68 Phalaris arundinacea 15 Phalaris arundinacea
Agrostis stolonifera 67 Agrostis stolonifera 9 Urtica dioica
Phalaris arundinacea 61 Urtica dioica 6 Myosotis scorpioides
Ranunculus repens 52 Juncus effusus 6 Rumex obtustfolius
Juncus effusus 45 Holcus lanatus <5 Mentha aquatica
Related habitats



Biodiversity habitat: 13 COR1NE biotope: n.e.Phasel habitat:F3
Soils


Landcover
Similarity with NVC types (%):
OV26
CSR characterisation(%):
1 2 6 8 9 10 12
50
40
30
20
10
0
0/262 11127
'0)
Vegetation class 0 Aggregate Class 0:
Description Sheet
Total number of plots Area and S.e. are estimated on X-plot coverage. No estimate can be made for vegetation
classes in which no X-plots were located.
Distribution in GB LandscapeAssociation Plottypes
Landscape types of plot locations. Percentage of plottypes in
0.005 vegetation class.
0.010
1E10.025
0.050
ga 0.100
0.200
0.400
Description
Species number:
Most frequent spp.
Percentage occurrence of
most frequently present
species.
Related habitats
Biodiversity habitats can be
found in Department of the
Environment. 1995.
Biodiversity: the UK steering
group report Volume 2:
Action plans. London:
HMSO.
Ag =Arable landscape
Pa = Natural landscape
Ma = Marginal Uplands
Up = Uplands
Nr. of species groups:
Spp. with highest cover
Percentage cover of species with
highest cover
.
COR1NEbiotopes can be found in
Devillers, P., Devillers-Terschuren, J
& Ledant, J.-P. 1991. Habitats of the
European Community. CORINE
Biotopes Manual, Volume 2.
Luxembourg: Commission of the
European Communities.
B = Boundary plots
H = Hedgerow plots
R = Roadside verge plots
S = Streamside plots
X =Random plots
Y = Target plots
Most frequent species group:
Characteristic species
Species characteristic for the Vegetation Class
within the Aggregate Class, as indicated by the
significant (5%) result of a )C2 -test.
Phase 1 habitats can be found in Wyatt, G.
1991. A review of Phase I habitat survey in
England Peterborough: Nature
Conservancy Council.
Soils Landcover
Percentage occurrence of the major soils Percentage occurrence of the major landcuver types.
groups. 1. Crops
0. Disturbed soils 2. Fertile grassland
Terrestrial raw soils 3. Infertile grassland
Raw gley soils 4. Grass mosaic and bracken
Lithomorphic souls 5. Moorland grass
Pelosols 6. Tall grassland./ herb
Brown soils 7. Bog
Podzolic soils 8. Woodland
Surface water gley soils 9. Heath and screes
Ground water gley soils 10. Water and wetland
Man-made soils 11. Maritime vegetation
Peat soils 12. Communications and urban
Similarity with NVC types
Percentage similarity scores were computed between
the species frequency for each plot class and each
NVC unit as provided in electronic form by the Unit
of Vegetation, Lancaster University. The matching
process was exactly the same as that carried out by
MATCH (Malloch, 1991). The top 3 most similar
communities or sub-communities are shown.
CSR characterisation
CSR structure of the Vegetation Class as
calculated from CSR scores of component
species.
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Number of species per plot
ITEhas six Research Stations throughout Britain, which allows the
efficient use of resources for regional studies and provides an
understanding of local ecological and land use characteristics. The
Institute's administrative headquarters is at Monks Wood.
This report is an official document
prepared under contract between the
customer and the NaturalEnvironment
Research Council. It should not be
quoted without the permission of both
the Institute of TerrestrialEcology and
the customer.
ITE sites
MonksWood
(AdminHQ)
Abbots Ripton
HUNTINGDONPE17 2LS
Telephone 01487 773381-8
Fax 01487 773467
Email MONKSWOOD@ITEAC UK
MerlewoodResearch Station
GRANGE-OVER-SANDS
Cumbria LA116JU
Telephone 015395 32264
Fax 015395 34705
Email MERLEWOOD@ITEACITK
Edinburgh Research Station
Bush Estate
PENICUIK
Midlothian EH26 OQB
Telephone 0131 445 4343
Fax 0131 445 3943
Email BUSH©1TEAC.UK
Furzebrook Research Station
WAREHA1VI
Dorset BH205A3
Telephone 01929 551518-9, 551491
Fax 01929 551087
Email FURZEBROOK©ITEAC.UK
BanchoryResearch Station
Hillof Brathens
Glassel, BANCHORY
Kincardineshire AB314BY
Telephone 01330 823434
Fax 01330 823303
Email BANCHORY@ITEAC.UK
BangorResearch Unit
University of Wales, Bangor
Deiniol Road
BANGOR,Gwynedd LL572UP
Telephone 01248 370045
Fax 01248 355365
Email BANGOROTEAC.UK
Details about the Institute are available on the Internet via the World Wide Web (http:/wwwninwac.uk/ite)
